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BREASTED THE HISTORIAN

BY A. T. OLM STEAD

JAMES HENRY BREASTED was a great man and, therefore,

many sided in character. As philologist, archaeologist, and ad-

ministrator he was equally outstanding ; others may attempt an eval-

uation of his- significance to these fields ; for many he was pre-

eminently the great historian.

Today it is difficult for us, knowing as we do the importance of

the oriental world, to realize what he accomplished almost single

handed. When, in 1894, he began his career at the University of

Chicago, there was not one professor of ancient history in an

American university. Courses in Greek, Roman, or Oriental History

were given, if at all, by some instructor in the classics or in

Semitic languages who happened to have a free hour ; the situation

was not without its advantages : it recognized the close connection

of ancient history with ancient languages and literatures, it resulted

in a history which subordinated the politics so emphasized by the

professional historian in other fields to the culture, and it produced

ancient historians like Professor Breasted.

But truly historical research was still in the future. Historians

by profession had definitely abandoned ancient history to the phi-

lologist and the theologian, to them true history was limited to the

later western peoples. When one young graduate student, suspecting

there might be a future in the ancient history of the Near East,

attended his first meeting of the American Historical Association, he

was treated courteously but inspected curiously as a strange animal

who had wandered into the wrong zoo.

Breasted's History of Egypt was first published in 1905. Re-

ceived at first with little attention, after a bit its sales began to

increase until it became the accepted guide book for tourists in
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Egypt, and its author was recognized as the first American his-

torian in this field. It was a new kind of history, based, indeed, on

the most exacting scholarship as revealed in the accompanying

Records of Egypt with new collations of almost every text, but

written with an understanding sympathy for the men of this far-

oiT world and with a literary skill which made it for every reader,

in very truth, the "living past."

Meanwhile, interest in this ancient world was growing ; a few

chairs of ancient history were established ; in 1909 the American

Historical Association recognized the new field by a special section

to honor the German historian, Eduard Meyer. Next year, with

only local talent, the youthful practitioners of the new discipline at-

tempted another session at Indianapolis. Plans were carefully pre-

pared in advance for "spontaneous discussion.'' At the close, when

the youngsters were wondering whether they had put ancient his-

tory across, a handsome man with a magnificent crest of white hair

walked over and said: "Boys, that was a fine program. I heard

you were having an ancient history session and I came down from

Chicago. I'm Breasted."'

Already recognized as one of America's outstanding historians,

he would ha\e been welcomed by his ranking colleagues. Instead,

he dined and talked with us, discussed our problems, praised our

work, made tactful suggestions, and thrilled us with his experiences

in the Orient. That the annual sessions of the Ancient History sec-

tion have become noted for their liveness is in no small part the

result of those hotel room meetings.

By a curious coincidence, nineteen years later we met again in

Indianapolis. The president of the American Historical Association

was James Henry Breasted, the first historian of antiquity to be so

honored by his colleagues. At the dinner in his honor, the former

youngsters met as recognized professionals. His presidential address

announced the new Oriental Institute. So far had ancient history

advanced in those nineteen years.

For Professor Breasted, they had been years of triumph and of

disappointment. Public interest in the ancient Near East had been

growing rapidly, in no small degree through his own efforts, and

the results of excavations had betaken as of right the front page

in the newspapers. Ilis Ancient Times, for a generation the ancient

history textbook in countless high schools and colleges, taught thou-
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sands of young minds that the ancient world was as fascinating as

the modern for whose understanding the ancient world offered so

much practical wisdom. For more mature readers, the same living

story was told in his Conquest of Civilization.

One picture stands out in my memory. We were chatting of

new discoveries not yet published when suddenly he mentioned a

letter from a high-school student and his detailed answer. Airs.

Ureasted, seated near by, commented: "He spends so much precious

lime on those letters." The reply was like a trumpet call: "One
never knows what young soul may be inspired to something great

;

I ma}- not be able to answer all letters in person, I must answer let-

ters from these eager young students." There was the true Breasted,

whose faith was in the youth of the future.

That faith was sorely tried. While the public was ever more

eager for archaeological news, while ancient history assumed its

true place in school and college, oriental research was declining, fewer

opportunities were open to the young scholar. "In my desperation,"'

he once confided, "I thought of a great organization to train and

support the youth who wished to enter this field and thus save

Oriental studies in America."

Again and again his dreams of such an organization seemed

about to become realities, and then came disappointment. The A\'orld

War wrecked one such plan. Still the dream persisted, and he

followed it with dogged persistence until in his last years it came

true through the generosity of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

When the new Oriental Institute was announced, it was de-

clared on every side that it meant an archaeological monopoly, that

no other institution could compete. This was not his belief and

his faith has already been justified. Today, the University of ]\Iichi-

gan has a similar Institute, devoted more especially to the Graeco-

Roman Orient, and in close cooperation with our own. Reports of

the work of these two Institutes and of the Yale expedition to Dura-

Europus were given at the recent Ancient History section of the

American Historical Association. Chicago has its Field Aluseum

expedition at Kish and its Presbyterian Theological Seminary dig at

Beth Zur ; other fruitful expeditions of the Metropolitan Aluseum,

the University of Pennsylvania, Harvard University, the Schools at

Jerusalem and Baghdad, the Institute for Persian Art, are only a

few of the projects which have been stimulated by this new interest.
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His triumph was not without its shadows. At the height of his

reputation, in the full maturity of his powers, Professor Breasted

deliberately turned his back on the personal research, which to him

was the breath of life, and devoted his last years to administration

of the great organization which was to provide his young men with

a future. He regretted his enforced abandonment of teaching: "My

head is now all woozy because I can not sharpen it on the minds of

those bright young men," he congratulated those who still held

classes. He might express his detestation of "this atrocious admin-

istration which keeps me from real work," but the next moment

he was enthusiastically praising a new discovery in the field or in-

quiring the work of the last research fellow, and always there

was talk of the future.

The historian of that future must assess his contribution to

American thought. Already it is clear that few scholars in all history

have so influenced the thinking of his generation. To him as to no

other man we owe the unveiling of the far distant past. What that

unveiling of millennia of written history, that doubling in geological

time of man's existence in the dim prehistoric past, that realization

of man's first steps in the "Conquest of Civilization,'" those signifi-

cant and sometimes terrifying parallels with the present will mean

to the expanding human mind we cannot fully realize. Through

his writings and his personality, his direct influence has been highly

significant, but equally significant for the future will be the sur-

vival of that influence through the group of young scholars for

whose life-work he abandoned his own beloved research.



LEADERSHIP IX ANCIENT ASIA

BY ALBERT HOWE LVBYER

ASIA is large, and Ancient Asia endured a long time. Perhaps

Western Asia had better be left out of a short discussion, so

that attention will be directed toward India and China. Also the

vast time known as prehistory, vaguely remote in its beginning

and not the same everywhere as regards its ending, may as well also

be left out of the picture. How can anyone know who were the

leaders, how they came to lead, and what their leadership was like,

in the days of

"Old, forgotten, far-off things.

And battlefields of long ago"?

In lands and times where the great man was not suffered to

enter upon the long sleep naked, impoverished, and alone, but was

given his weapons, his ornaments and his dog, his chair, his chariot,

and his horses, yes, also his charioteer, and his menservants and

maidservants : even then we can know only a little about his great-

ness and the fear or reverence in which he was held while alive. As
for his policies and powers, nothing remains to explain them— per-

haps no record can be found even of his name.

At any rate, this is not the place for attempting to trace what

can be known of Asiatic leadership before the time of written rec-

ords. Only that will serve which was written down in some trans-

latable language and in some enduring form. Even thus, so much

has perished and so much has been damaged, so much error has been

introduced and so much truth has been edited away, that judgment

must often be suspended and conclusions must often be held tenta-

tive.

Not yet, if ever, can it be known with certainty how the political

ideas of one quarter of Asia influenced those of other quarters. The
temptation arises to derive from the imperial system of Alexander of

Macedon, itself a later link in a long chain of Western Asiatic do-

minion, the patterns of rule which appeared after one or two genera-

tions in the India of Chandragupta Maurya, grandfather of Asoka

;

and in the China of Shih Huang Ti, builder of the Great Wall.
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Whether or not these more or less contemporary leaders in India and

China knew much or anything about each other's personalities, lands,

or ways, the knowledge which survives about them in their own
countries may help the present age to understand not only Hirohito

and Chiang Kai-shek, but also Mussolini and Hitler, and possibly

MacDonald and Franklin Roosevelt. Perhaps Asian man differs

essentially from European man : perhaps two thousand years have

profoundly changed the character of humanity and, therefore, of

the men who are permitted to become leaders ; perhaps twentieth-

century leaders anywhere on the earth are a new breed, a novel

emergence of leadership: but if none of these things are true, then

the leadership of Ancient Asia can be studied with modern profit.

Now the Asia of two dozen centuries ago, while we call it an-

cient, was of course very modern, in the paradoxical sense of being

at the time very old. Through long previous ages primitive types of

leadership had developed into methods of government. With un-

numbered throes a system of local relationships had grown to

durability in village and town life, with headmen and councils, and

with captains, priests, nobles, and scholars. Larger units had arisen,

warring and shifting, more or less closely governed by petty lords,

princes, and kings ; the latter with ministers to aid them in their

functions, a chief adviser and executive, a chief priest, a com-

mander-in-chief for the army, and other regularized leaders of the

different aspects of human life. A tendency always existed toward

permanency, so that a leader, whether wonder-worker, smith, priest,

or king, should not only remain such while he lived, but should also

hand on his preeminence to a son or relative, so that his family

would for a long time stand out above the common run of man-
kind. But the hereditary leader was always expected to render

valuable services in one way or another, usually in many ways, to

his followers and his community. If he should become unable to

do this, if for example, as a commander he should fail to win vic-

tory, or worse yet, if he should fail in organizing and leading the

defence of the community, then he and his family were subject

to deposition and perhaps destruction. The right of revolution

existed in both Ancient India and Ancient China, should the favor

of the gods or the mandate of heaven be withdrawn, as revealed by

oppressions and disasters.

But revolution itself needs leaders. The people, when in an un-
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differentiated homogeneous mass, can act only as a mob which may

destroy blindly, but can hardly at all build up. In fact, the shreds

of leadership that may remain in almost any antiquated system

are ordinarily sufficient to maintain the status quo against unorgan-

ized dissatisfaction, however great. Revolution then involves a

change of leadership, following a struggle between the old leader

and the new. Perhaps this was once done, as some have thought,

in an unwitnessed duel with sharp swords within the shadow of a

sacred tree : but leadership could not be changed so simplv in the

Ancient Asia of historic times. In fact the problem was very similar

then and now. Xot only can the rise of modern dictatorship be

better understood by studying the ancients, but the contrary is also

true, that the rise of contemporary leaders helps explain that of

Chandragupta ]\Iaur>'a and Shih Huang Ti.

Let us then look somewhat more closely at Alexandrian India

and its need of and opportunity for an ambitious aspirant to supreme

power. Information is unusually abundant, considering the age and

the fact that the peoples of India were comparatively uninterested

in the external achievements of mankind. Xevertheless, many of

the details of Chandragupta's rise to power are either lacking or

variant.

Perhaps we do not always remember that three of the principal

theaters for Alexander's performances were similar : the Greco-

Macedonian, the Persian, and the Indian peoples, in linguistic, re-

ligious, and cultural conditions, were derived from a common ances-

try of perhaps only ten to twenty centuries previous. The three

groups could understand each other far better than we can under-

stand any of them. An extraordinarily successful adventurer from

^lacedonia, conqueror of Persia, might well provide the pattern for

a younger aspirant to vast empire in India.

Alagadha was in those years an important kingdom in the lower

Ganges valley. Its capital Pataliputra, near the modern Patna, was

a great and flourishing city. Two hundred years earlier, this king-

dom had been immortalized for much of Asia by the life and teach-

ings of Gautama Buddha, a religious and philosophical reformer,

whose somewhat subversive teachings contained fresh and increas-

ing popular appeal. The Xanda dynasty had held the throne for

about a century, and had scandalized aristocratic opinion by its

disregard of caste. In fact Alexander was told about 326 B.C. that
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the reigning Nanda "was a man of worthless character, the son of

a barber, and that he had obtained the throne by the murder of his

predecessor, whose chief queen he had corrupted."

Had Alexander's soldiers not refused to go farther from home,

he might with no great difficulty have crossed to the Ganges, followed

it down, and broken the power of the Xandas ; the Macedonian

empire would then have been extended across North India, and no

opportunity might have come to Chandragupta. As it was, the young

man— some say that when he visited the camp of Alexander he

was not yet of age— had to sustain no rivalry from the westerners

for thirty years, until in middle life his power had become more

than a match for that of Seleucus, called from his successes else-

where Niketor, the A'ictor.

Clearly people of substance and position in Alagadha and its

dependencies— particularly the Brahmans, who might be called the

bourgeoisie or capitalists of the time— had had enough of the

Xandas and were ready to support one who might overthrow them.

The tale that Chandragupta was the illegitimate son of a Xanda king

smacks of an attempt to improve his social standing and legal right

by false genealogy. More probably he was a capable middle-class

youth whose superior military capacity led to his advancement to the

position of Senapati or Commander-in-chief of the Xanda army.

A first attempt at revolt led to defeat. Chandragupta escaped and

fled the country. He had perhaps already received the support of

the shrewdest man of the age, the Brahman Chanakya, or Kautilya,

who in that case escaped with him. These two, a military genius

and a crafty statesman and diplomat, w'ere the combination which

built the first great Indian Empire.

Chandragupta and Chanakya, probably starting with a nucleus

of Magadhans similarlv in exile, gathered a confederacy of powers

in the upper Ganges valley, and returned to meet the X^anda king

in battle. They slew him and entered Pataliputra victorious. The
next steps perhaps were to encompass the death of their chief ally

and to force the submission of the rest. Chandragupta was then

king of Magadha and overlord of much else. As king he acquired

all the powers of traditional and settled leadership. In addition he

built up a great empire. During his twenty-four years of rule and

the similar span of his son, Bindusara, nearly all of the Indian penin-

sula, besides Afghanistan and Baluchistan at the west, was brought
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together, to be delivered about 274 r,.c. into the hands of his famous

grandson Asoka.

Few particulars remain describing the expansion of Chandra-

gupta's government over so wide a domain. Whether from lack of

power in spite of the ^Machiavellian assistance of Kautilya, or from

deliberate policy, the component kingdoms and republics of the lands

acquired were not sufficiently destroyed or dissolved into a central-

ized unity, so as to produce a continuously permanent type of

organization. Probably the religious forces were too great to be

coped with. Apparently Chandragupta himself was carried out of

power bv overwhelming religious emotion : if so be, he became a

devout Tain, abdicated in favor of his son, and finally starved him-

self to death. Such an ending fits closely the pattern of Hindu

practice, aside from the relatively temporary attitudes of Buddhism.

His grandson, the Buddhist Asoka, could become an ascetic and

a devotee, and still could hold the throne to the end of his days.

The government described by Kautilya in his Arthasdstra is pre-

sumably that of Chandragupta, with himself as chief adviser, albeit

somewhat perfected— one can hardly say idealized. This govern-

ment was strong and severe, efficient and penetrating. Its spies

watched everything and everybody, from the food in the kitchen

to the guard on the frontier. Its foreign policy was decidedly prac-

tical: a neighbor was an enemy to be subjugated: a non-adjacent

power was a friend and ally to be cultivated, until the intervening

neighbor should have become incorporated. Mctories were to be

won if" need be by infantry, cavalry, chariots, and elephants: but

preferably by the more peaceful methods of treachery, bribery, sus-

picion, and dissension.

A standing army, apparently of no less than 700,000 men, was

controlled by a war council of thirty men, working in six com-

mittees of five each. The capital city was also ruled by a council

of thirty, working in six committees or boards. An imperial sys-

tem was thus devised, capable of lasting through three reigns.

Broken up, and imitated at intervals later, it served remotely as a

model for the British unification of India.

The rise to power of Shih Huang Ti bears at first sight even

less resemblance to that of recent dictators than the rise of Chan-

dragupta. In both cases, however, connection with the previously

ruling family was expected by custom, and provided in legend, if
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not in fact. The accepted story is that the father of the great

Chinese emperor was a shrewd merchant, Lii Pu-wei, who about

260 B.C. gave up his beautiful wife to be the wife of the crown

prince of Ts'in, but who did not entirely cease his friendship for

the lady. (A similar doubt of paternal descent exists, it may be

remembered, as regards the powerful and able Macedonian dy-

nasty in the East Roman Empire, eleven centuries later.) The

prince became king of Ts'in in 249 r-.c, and at his death three years

later the beautiful lady's son Prince Chung became the king of

Ts'in. Twenty-five years afterward Chung assumed the imperial

title by which he is commonly known, Shih Huang Ti.

China in 246 b.c. was restricted in size and population and di-

vided feudally. Though the great philosophers of the three previous

centuries had planned the good life for individuals and governments,

settled peace did not prevail internally ; and organized strength did

not exist sufficient to protect the Chinese against the barbarians from

the north and west. In recent decades, however, the kingdom of

Ts'in had been gaining at the expense of its Chinese neighbors, and

a machine of government of considerable strength had been built

up. The king had a premier with a cabinet of six lesser ministers,

the mandarins of Heaven, Earth, and the Four Seasons, who had

charge of departments of general supervision and household affairs,

agriculture, religious business, military affairs, punishments, and pub-

lic works. The king's government was connected with the population

by groups of officials and by feudal nobles, whose prerogatives and

occasional rebellions were the source of much trouble. Tradition

whose fidelity to fact cannot here be evaluated, contrasted earlier

golden times with contemporary crudities. Progress, as so often in

human affairs, was expected to be attained by looking backward.

Shih Huang Ti like Chandragupta had capable advisers, to whom
no doubt much of his successful imperial construction was due.

During the first years of his reign his alleged father, Lii Pu-wei,

was chief assistant. After Lu's disgrace in 238 the scholar Li Ssu

became prime minister and, in that office, outlived his lord. Capable

helpers can, however, by no means account wholly for the success

of Shih Huang Ti. An extraordinarily powerful personality was

there, ever striving and driving. Fragments of barrier walls were

joined together firmly on the north to complete the still existing

Great Wall of China. Armies of infantry, cavalry, and chariots
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conquered successive!}' the component states of older China, and

dissolved their organization into the central unity. The planning

of these achievements was only the heginning. The barbarians

beyond the Wall were subdued by energetic expeditions. Troops

accustomed to victory went southwest and south, until not only were

the present boundaries of China proper reached, but peoples in

Indo-China gave allegiance.

Shih Huang Ti reorganized thoroughly the government of his

vastly increased dominions. Feudal relationships were ruthlessly de-

stroyed. An imperial hierarchy of officials was created, including

a minister of war, a minister of the interior, a chief of the palaces, a

chief justice, and a supervisor of barbarians, whose functions in a

system which knew no foreign countries were the nearest possible

to those of a minister of foreign affairs. The ministry of public

works sketched out many features of a New Deal— a road system,

canals, irrigation works, and the like, not to speak of that major

enterprise of all time, the Great Wall. The Emperor traveled con-

stantly, supervising what was being done and formulating new

plans. Taxation bore more and more heavily ; conquest and glory

presented bills which could not easily be paid. Government bonds

had not yet been invented.

Dissatisfaction found leaders among the scholars, who discerned

too many innovations and too serious departures from the models

of the golden past. The vigorous emperor was not to be balked.

He ordered a burning of all books, except certain practical works,

and decreed that scholars who might disobey should be punished,

even unto death. Xor did his threats fail of execution. This action

came as near as was possible in China to an attack upon religion

and the church, and caused the Emperor from that day until now

to be ranked as a very wicked man. Like Chandragupta he appears

to have chosen heretical views in his later years, conforming his be-

lief and practice to the lower superstitious side of Taoism. The

circumstances of his burial and of the succession to the throne seem

to have become adorned with legendary additions before one hun-

dred years had elapsed.

Xevertheless, the system which he established, taken up promptly

by strong emperors of the earlier Han dynasty, became the substan-

tial framework of Chinese political life, which endured even until

our own age.
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Certain general points of comparison and contrast may be made

between these ancient leaders in India and China, and // Duce and

Der Fuehrer of today. All four leaders rose to control in established

civilizations with well-developed governments. All reached power by

accepted methods, adapted to the time and place : Chandragupta

killed his predecessor in battle ; Shih Huang Ti was born of the

legal wife of a prince who became a king; Mussolini was appointed

Prime Minister of Italy ; Hitler was appointed Chancellor of Ger-

many, and his exceptional powers were granted by the Reichstag,

representing the people. All four leaders demanded absolute obedi-

ence ; all suppressed rival parties ; all reorganized their nations in-

ternally with a mixture of conservatism and novelty. All appear

to have obtained active support from the propertied and privileged

classes by appearing to save these groups from worse leaders than

themselves. All were men of tremendous energies ; all apparently

were propagandists and showmen ; all were incessant travelers with-

in their boundaries.

Let us look quickly at certain contrasts in the activities of these

men, aside from the difference of twenty-four centuries in time and

half the world in space.

In the first place, each of the two great ancients had one or

more conspicuously able helpers, who shared the continuous burden

of government and took the blame for much of the "dirty work."

The modern dictators are their own prime ministers ; their loads

are comparatively much heavier. Again, the quantity of human
blood poured out, in severe punishments, repression of revolts, and

conquest, shows up to the present moment a great preponderance for

the ancient leaders ; obviously the comparison in this respect can

now be only tentative ; the modern leaders have not ended their

stories.

A similar reservation must be made as regards imperial advance.

Chandragupta and Shih Huang Ti rank by territorial measure among
the world's great conquerors. Mussolini has not yet clear

title even to parts of Ethiopia. Hitler can point only to the Saar

basin. But the modern leaders have both indicated what they would
like to do. Mussolini has talked of restoring the Roman Empire,

which included among other territories all of France, Spain, and the

Balkan Peninsula, with a large part of Britain. Hitler has thought

not only of the Corridor, Alsace-Lorraine, and Austria ; but also of
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undefined areas in Russia, and of a great colonial domain. Give

Mussolini the forty years of Shih Huang Ti
;
give Hitler the twenty-

four years of Chandragupta : and what may they not accomplish in

a divided and irrational world ? Nevertheless— and here is the last

point of contrast— the two ancient leaders seem to have had a far

freer hand than the moderns can possibly have ; the former started

from the strongest and richest regions in their respective worlds :

while the latter are each overshadowed by contemporary powers,

banded together in a League of Nations to restrain them. But per-

haps this contrast is not as sharp as at first sight it may seem.

Energy, will, concentration, and flaming purpose have wrought mir-

acles in the past, and may work miracles again. Chandragupta and

Shih Huang Ti built great empires : ^Mussolini and Hitler have not

yet been defeated in the pursuit of similar ambitions.



THE AWAKEXIXG OF THE NEAR EAST

BY BAYARD DODGE

American University of Beirut

THE STAGE, upon which the drama of civiHzation was first

enacted, was the Xear East. During the dark period, when

Europe and North Africa were overrun by barbarian tribes and

Rome itself was sacked, the Near East remained the center of a

highly developed culture.

The Muslims carried on the work which their Greek and Roman
predecessors had begun. An active intellectual life bloomed at

Baghdad under the patronage of Harian al-Rashld and his son, al-

Ma'mun. Many famous Greek and Persian books were translated.

Architecture and masonry, the fine arts and ancient music, poetry

and theology flourished. Mathematics, alchemy, astronomy, naviga-

tion and medicine made important progress.

Hbspitals, libraries and universities grew to great proportions.

Although many books have been lost, we have lists of the names of

thousands of ancient scholars and the volumes which they wrote.

Explorers went on distant journeys and wrote accounts of their

travels with conscientious accurateness. Students of comparative

religion wrote books on scores of different sects, and wealthy men
sent their agents to foreign lands in order to carry on research.

Before steamships were invented and the Suez Canal was built,

great caravans traveled back and forth across the deserts of Persia

and Arabia, filling the lands with wealth as they passed and bringing

new ideas with the goods that they carried.

Many a Christian crusader was surprised to find that the despised

infidel was more cultured than the people of Europe. Contact with

the Saracens was one reason for the Renaissance.

Like a flower, the culture of the Near East was destined to

blossom and fade away. Wild hordes of Tartars rode across Asia

from the plains of Mongolia. They swarmed over the great, in-

tellectual centers of the Near East like clouds of locusts, leaving ruin

in their wake. Genghis Kahn and his brother, Hulagu, destroyed

the great empire of the Abbasid caliphs of Baghdad, during the first

half of the thirteenth century. At the end of the following century.
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Timiir swept as far as the Hellespont. Aleppo, and Damascus.

Carnage, destruction, and intellectual stagnation remained behind

him.

It was during the closing years of the Ottoman Empire that an

•awakening began to be felt. Political exiles returned from enforced

visits to European cities and brought back new ideas. Many foreign

schools were permitted to teach modern science and western ideals

of behavior.

As the Balkan States obtained independence, they allied them-

selves with Europe and exerted a strong influence on their neighbors

to the East. In 1860, when ]\Iount Lebanon was made a semi-

autonomous province under the protection of the European powers.

It became a center of intellectual growth. Egypt also made rapid

progress after 1884, when Sir Evelyn Baring, or Lord Cromer, was
appointed Consul General at Cairo.

During the Dark Ages stagnant Europe was awakened by in-

fluences that came from the Xear East. In modern times the crushed

intellectual life of the Xear East is being revived by influences from

Europe and America.

Since the Armistice this awakening" process has become more

rapid. The fleets of the Allies anchored at Constantinople. The

British established mandates over Iraq, Palestine, and Trans-Jordan.

They consolidated their control in Egypt, took definite charge of

the Sudan and strengthened their influence in the Persian Gulf

States. Even the Beduin of Xajd and the Hijaz tasted the fruits

of British gold during the war, and they had their eyes opened to

the importance of modern machinery.

Eour great personalities appeared in places of political power

and set to work as agents of modern reform. ^lustafa Kemal Pasha

started to build up the new Turkey. His overthrow of the Caliphate,

his organization of an independent republic, his substitution of

modern law codes for the Islamic canon law, his liberation of women,

and his adoption of the Latin alphabet and modern dress set the

entire Xear East to thinking.

With equal vigor and force of personality, the Shah of Persia has

instituted similar reforms in his great country. Both rulers have

encouraged railroad and highw'ay construction and the Shah has

obtained petroleum royalties, which assure the financial success of

his administration.
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King Faisal deserves to be called the "Father" of the new Iraq,

because of his patient tact and loyal patriotism. As a stranger he

came into a land that was devastated by war and rebellion, split

by party strife, and lacking in leadership. At the time of his pre-

mature death, he left behind him a self-reliant state, with a hopeful

economic outlook and a group of educated men to fill positions of

responsibility.

The fourth dominant personality is Ibn Sa'ud. Like David of

old, he was a political outcast. With dramatic daring he gathered

together a small band of followers and seized his ancestral town in

the uplands of eastern Arabia. Today he is the acknowledged ruler

of all of Central Arabia.

No Beduin in his realm dares to steal. Pilgrims may travel in

safety without fear of highwaymen. Automobiles convey the pil-

grims from the seaport to Mecca and even across the rolling dunes

between Najd and the Persian Gulf. On several occasions Dr.

Dame of the American Mission at Bahrain has been invited to

bring modern medical skill to the relatives and subjects of Ibn

Sa'ud. Aeroplanes assure military stability. Over seventy new

oases have been established and the roving Beduin taught how to

settle down to peaceful pursuits.

When Ibn Sa'ud wished to introduce a telephone system, the

Muslim ecclesiastics objected. He called a number of them to his

presence. He asked each one of them to hold a receiver to his ear.

By a prearranged plan, each shaykh heard the holy Qur'an being

chanted in a beautiful way. One after the other the ecclesiastics

set down their receivers with pious ejaculations, saying that if God

so willed the telephone might be set in use.

Not only have the states of the Near East been reorganized by

new governments, both native and foreign, but they have also been

closely bound together by new means of transport. Before the war

an Emir of the Persian Bakhtiari tribe brought his son to enter school

at Beirut. The journey required seven weeks. Today the same

journey can be made by motor car in three days. I once asked a

shaykh from the holy city of Najf how long it took to travel from

his home to Baghdad. He replied, "Five days by camel and five

hours by car."

The automobile is bringing isolated Beduin tribes and remote

villages into contact with the cities. News is passed along by the

chauffeurs, and newspapers are constantly being brought to the
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country districts. Peasants and even nomads find places on trucks

and work their way to town, to see the sights. Poor country chil-

dren dream about going to the cities and adopting modern customs.

The Beduin chiefs use cars for their raiding. The camel and

the Arab mare are giving way to the motor truck and the touring car.

During the years after the war, when groups of foreign soldiers

were quartered in almost every section of the Near East, the whole

land was inoculated with a new attitude of mind. Schools have

been started in hundreds of villages where there used to be total

illiteracy. A surprisingly large number of foreign ships stop at the

seaports, and a steady stream of European and American commer-

cial travelers visit the important towns.

In the cities there are many cinema theaters, which show up-to-

date news reels brought by air from Europe, as well as a great

variety of dramatic films. It is interesting to sit in one of the

theaters of Aleppo or Damascus and to see the faces of the peasants

and swarthy Beduin as they watch the pictures and hear the sound

of the "talkie." They have come from communities where a few

years ago the conditions were just as they used to be when Saladin

called his hosts to join the jiJiud. By magic they are plunged

into the political turmoil of our day and bewitched by the manners

and modes of Hollywood.

Rapid as the changes are among the poor peasants of the country

districts, they are even more striking among the wealthier people of

the towns.

One evening during the war time we loaned our University

auditorium to a Muslim relief society. I shall never forget how
surprised we were to see two hundred Muslim women enter the

gallery with their veils thrown back. It was the first time that the

jMuhammadan women of the land had bared their faces in a public

place. This innovation was due to a number of high-bred Turkish

ladies who were sent to Syria to organize schools for girls. They

were graduates of the Constantinople Woman's College and fore-

runners of the Turkish movement to emancipate women.

Ever since that time the women of the Near East have been

gaining more and more freedom. In Turkey the process has

been hastened by government action. In Cairo and Alexandria it has

been helped by the European life of those large cities. Even in

provincial districts the education of women, the throwing back of
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the veil, the mixing of the sexes in cinema halls, and the employment

of women in commerce are becoming commonplace affairs.

Before the war a girl was ashamed to be thin, as only a fat girl

was considered beautiful. The Muslims wore veils and the

Christians scarfs, instead of hats. Women avoided bodily exercise,

assumed lazy habits, and wore loose-fitting clothes. Today the girls

and many of the older women are dressed in the most up-to-date

and tight-fitting Paris fashions, with bobbed hair, painted lips, and

tilted hats. What is much more important, they ride about in cars,

take their recreation with the men in public places, enjoy out-of-door

sports, read the newspapers, and go on journeys. Most of the

Lebanon summer resorts and many of the large towns hold beauty

contests for the society girls. Last summer a Muslim girl was

chosen to be "Miss Lebanon."

The present generation in the Near East is bridging the gulf

between the feudalism and conservatism of the Middle Ages and the

ultra-modern ideas of our own time. It is a common sight to see

Beduin tents pitched alongside of luxurious summer hotels or the

modern apartment houses on the border of some city. Parish

priests and Muslim ecclesiastics marry in the East. It is a common
thing for their sons to complete some scientific course. As the boys

return home, imagine the conflict of ideas between them and their

parents, for the doctrines of the Oriental Churches and formal Islam

have scarcely changed for centuries.

Unfortunately modern customs have brought in the evil with the

good. What is true of immigrant children in our American cities

is equally true of the modernized children of the East. They have

lost their ancestral traditions. They have been hypnotized by the

blatant exterior of western civilization. They have failed to find

new traditions and moral standards. They have equally failed to

understand the elements, which have made our occidental culture

great.

There has always been plenty of immorality in the East, but never

before have the people of the Southern Levant been exploited by

public forms of commercialized vice. It is not an uncommon thing

for a Muslim parent to say, "If my boy is going to college at Beirut,

please make sure that he is kept away from evil Christian influences."

Of course the parent refers to the "artistes" in public dance halls,

lax forms of cabaret entertainment, liquor drinking, betting at horse

races, gambling with cards, and legalized prostitution. These things
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have come with Christian civihzation. Gambhng, drinking, and

pubHc prostitution are relentlessly condemned in the Oiir'an.

At the time of Christ, Latin was the language of the government

officials, Aramaic was the dialect of the uneducated, and Greek was

the popular tongue of the society people. History is repeating itself.

In large sections of the Near East today, English is the official

tongue, Arabic is the dialect of the masses, and French is the popular

language for social purposes. ^lany educated men and women can-

not speak and write literary Arabic. They are losing the culture

of their fathers and saturating their minds with European ideas.

But they fail to appreciate the beauty of European art, philosophy,

music, and literature. Their culture is that of the newspapers and

the cinemas.

Conservative forms of religion are giving way to unbelief, on

the one hand, and to political sect propaganda, on the other. The

Mayor of Tel Aviv told me that a strict old Jew was walking along

a street on a Sabbath afternoon. He met a modern young Jewish

colonist, who was coming out of a cinema theater, dressed in shorts

and smoking a cigarette. He asked him in Yiddish if he was not

ashamed of himself for breaking the Sabbath. The young man re-

plied in his revived national tongue, "Please speak in Hebrew, I

do not understand Yiddish." For the rising generation the Hebrew

language, as a symbol of nationalism, means more than do the Ten

Commandments.

In Lebanon the ^Muslim boys and girls are growing very lax

about praying, attending the Friday mosque services, keeping

Ramadan, going on pilgrimages, and learning the Qur'an. On
the other hand, they support an enthusiastic Scout movement and a

group of well-conducted schools, which propagate loyalty to Islam

as a political and social force.

Modern scientific ideas are capturing the minds of growing boys

and girls so that they are breaking away from ancient forms of

religion and casting about for something that is in keeping with their

new ideas. In the American University of Beirut, for instance,

social service is becoming more and more popular as a practical form

of spiritual expression.

Last spring the undergraduates contributed generously to support

village welfare work. Three groups of teachers and students gave

up large portions of their summer vacations, in order to carry on
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recreational work, preventive medicine, hygiene, home building, and

village improvement.

The authorities of the ancient Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch

and the East appreciate the fact that the youth of the land is growing

away from the clergy. In order to train priests of a more modern

type, the archbishops have asked the American University of Beirut

to cooperate with them. Candidates for the priesthood are to receive

a cultural course in the University, at the same time that they sleep

at a near-by monastery and receive ecclesiastical instruction from a

representative of the Church.

The awakening in the Near East has been so sudden and yet so

thorough, that the intellectual and spiritual problems, which trouble

the young men and women of the Orient are almost identical with

those, which confront the rising generation in the West.

Rightly or wrongly, the people feel that the only way to adapt

themselves to the new situation is by means of education. There is

an almost incredible demand for education of all kinds. Before he

died, King Faisal of Iraq said, "We wish to create a new generation,

but we cannot create a new generation if the majority is illiterate."

The motives which create this demand for education may be

explained in the following way.

In the first place, parents see the old feudal aristocracy going into

decay and realize that social position will hereafter depend upon

education rather than upon heredity.

In the second place, uneducated men and women have been

unable to find work, whereas even the sons of refugees, who have

been educated, have been able to procure positions.

In the third place, the overthrow of the Caliphate and the con-

quest of large portions of the Near East by foreign powers make

the people realize that it is science and organization, rather than

religious prestige, which determine the power of a modern state.

Fourthly, people know that they cannot compete with other na-

tions in the realms of industry, commerce, medicine, engineering,

warfare, and agriculture, unless they have trained specialists to

guide them.

Lastly, parents realize that their children are doomed to drift

away from the doctrines and traditions of the past, so that they are

anxious to have them trained to understand the new thought and

culture of the modern world.
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A number of the Xear Eastern states have wisely developed ele-

mentary and practical forms of education more rapidly than pro-

fessional work. In other states the government agencies have en-

couraged forms of higher education to such an extent that it is

already difficult for lycce graduates to find positions.

The governments of Palestine, Iraq, and the Sudan are earnestly

trying to use education to strengthen peasant life so as to avoid

overcrowding in the cities and the creation of an unem])loyed in-

tellectual class.

The Xear East Eoundation is guided by a similar policy. In

Albania and Lebanon the Eoimdation is conducting farm sclioois in

cooperation with the governments. In Macedonia it is teaching-

peasants of over fifty villages how to order their life-work in a

wholesome and successful way. In Palestine the government de-

partment of Education and the Eoundation are working together to

train village school masters how to teach agriculture and how to make
peasant life attractive.

There will always be a tremendous need for such practical forms

of education. There will be an equally important need for a limited

number of leaders, trained in a very thorough way. But higher

education must be carried on in a wise manner or else it will create

a class of half-trained men and women, whose veneering of Euro-

pean culture will render them too proud to do useful work and liable

to become political agitators.

If American education is to be carried on in the Xear East, it

should either aim to help the peasants, as the Xear East Foundation

is doing, or else it should attempt to train the characters and minds

of a limited number of leaders, who thoroughly understand the

underlying meaning of our occidental. Christian civilization.

Eor many years western education was conducted under the pro-

tection of the capitulations, in defiance of, rather than in cooperation

with the governrrient authorities. This policy is not in keeping with

the spirit of our modern age. To be a valuable force, education

must identify itself with the spontaneous life of the states, which

have been aroused to a new spirit of national reconstruction.

It is equally true that foreign education should not try to force

a purely exotic culture upon the children of a land, but should aim

to help them to develop their own national culture. The educated

Oriental must know one or two foreign languages so as to be able

to read European journals and scientific books. On the other hand,
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it is important that he should first of all learn how to think and

feel and act in his own tongue. In a recent address before the Royal

Central Asian Society, Professor Gibb of the London School of

Oriental Studies said: "If personality is to be truly creative, it

must be rooted in the indigenous culture."

He went on to say about education that : "The crux of the prob-

lem, after all, is not the release of individuality — for almost any

kind of modern education in the ^Muslim countries will do that,

under present circumstances— but the creation of social personality :

for this purpose nothing short of the strongest moral anchorage will

do. Without it you can get only the unsocial individual, the de-

stroyer, not the creator, of civilization.''

For centuries education in the Near East has been used as a

means of propaganda. As schools have been conducted by ecclesias-

tical agencies, they have formed strong party feeling and sectarian

prejudice, rather than moral character and national unity.

After generations of war and despotism, it is inevitable that the

greatest weakness of the people of the Near East should be an inabil-

ity to cooperate together in commerce, in philanthropy, in intellec-

tual efifort, and in national life. Young men and women grow up

without a feeling of civic responsibility. To too great an extent

everyone looks after his own interests. This attitude of mind causes

a lack of confidence and good citizenship, which are being intensi-

fied by the post-war extravagance and license.

As they are aware of these sources of weakness, parents are even

more interested in character building than they are in mental de-

velopment. Moreover, whenever the head of a business firm or

government department thinks of employing a university graduate,

he is sure to ask many more questions about the honesty, moral

habits and cooperative spirit of the candidate than about his efficiency.

As a group of small states are emerging from the collapse of the

Ottoman Empire, the only hope of progress is based upon education.

It must be an education which unites, rather than divides ; an edu-

cation that develops national culture, at the same time that it intro-

duces scientific and technical knowledge : an education which pro-

vides honesty and morality of character as a foundation for life

:

an education which inspires the youth of the land with a desire for

social responsibility and good citizenship.

As the rising generation in the Near East is called upon to adapt

itself to a situation that is filled with such possibilty, as well as with
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SO much danger, it is essential that there should be no failure. The

future of the world as a whole will be greatly affected by what takes

place in Turkey and the Arab lands.

The Near East is the borderland between Europe and the vast

inland districts of Asia. The people of the Near East must inter-

pret the ideas of the west to Asia, and the ideas of the Orient to

Europe. The political and commercial activities, as well as the

religious and social reactions of the world, meet each other at the

eastern end of the Mediterranean.

After lying dormant for centuries, the Near East has awakened.

It is passing through a period of such rapid change that the people

are utterly bewildered. It is a situation that may result either in a

renaissance of enlightenment and international progress, or else in

a chaos of chauvinism and unbelief.

Unless the people can receive the right kind of education, and be

sure of a constructive leadership, they will fail to understand modern

life and will misinterpret it to their neighbors in Central Asia. It is

a glorious thing when a renaissance movement starts to enliven the

world's progress, but when such an awakening does take place, ]\Ir.

Wells' description of history becomes true, it is "a race between

education and catastrophe."
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CHINA RE\'IVES COXFUCIAXIS.M

BY CYRUS H. PEAKE

*

SINCE the day, four years ago, on which the Japanese began the

mihtary occupation of Manchuria which led to the estabhshment

of "^lanchoutikuo," a series of significant developments have oc-

curred in China which reveal a conscious efit'ort on the part of the

government to revive Confucianism. In the spring of 1934 General

Chiang Kai-shek launched the "New Life Movement" aiming at

the moral regeneration of the Chinese people and their leaders. It

emphasizes the traditional Confucian virtues of li, i, lien, and chih,

which may roughly be rendered—proper decorum, righteous conduct,

honesty, and self-respect. A code of ninety-six articles was pro-

mulgated regulating individual and social conduct. It is believed

that the proper observance of these simple rules of daily conduct

will give expression in accordance with Confucian tradition, to the

corresponding inner virtues of honesty, integrity, loyalty, and self-

respect.

A few months later, the Central Executive Committee of the

Kuomintang decided to include the birthday of Confucius in the list

of the national holidays of China. As a consequence Confucian

temples in various parts of the country are being refurbished, and

on the birthday of the Sage, proper ceremonies are to be there con-

ducted by the local officials in the time-honored manner. Last Au-
gust high officials representing the National Government traveled

from Nanking to Chii-fu in Shantung, where the direct lineal

descendants of Confucius now live, to conduct ceremonies at the

temple erected to his memory. The government has appropriated

a considerable sum of money to be devoted to the renovation of this

temple and its surrounding grounds.

The drift toward the establishment of Confucianism as a state

cult can also be seen in the new title given the eldest living male

descendant of Confucius. In the early part of the present year it

was decided to change his title from that of "Duke of Extended

Sagehood," conferred in 1233, to "Sacrificial Official for the Late

Teacher." Thus the old title reminiscent of the monarchy and

aristocracy was abolished as not being in harmony with the spirit of
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a republican regime, and at tlie same time the new title conferred

reveals the close connection with the reviving cult to the govern-

ment. Further evidence of the trend toward reverence of the past

took place in April of this year when three government leaders rep-

resenting the Kuomintang and the national government visited the

alleged tomb of the Emperor Huang Ti, the mythological founder

of Chinese civilization. There they conducted ceremonies followed

bv the placing of wreaths upon the tomb. A few days later these

same officials visited the nearby tombs of ancient kings of the Chou

dynasty (1122-249 b. c.) and performed similar ceremonies.

Another indication of the drift of the times in China is the in-

creased interest in the Confucian classics. Conservative groups, who

have been advocating the replacement of the classics in the school

curricula are in some parts of the country achieving their purpose.

In the provinces of Hunan and Kuangtung the simpler classics are

now being taught in the primary schools.

The loosely coordinated movement to revive Confucianism in-

dicated in these events is essentially conservative, if not reactionary.

It springs immediately out of the loss of ^lanchuria. This major

political catastrophe appears to have ushered in a new period in

China's political and national development. The failure of the West-

ern powers and the League of Nations to stem Japan's aggressions

has induced a psychological change in the outlook of Chinese lead-

ers. The belief that they must rely more upon their own resources,

spiritual as well as material to regenerate their nation morally and

physically finds repeated expression in leading editorials and in the

speeches of leaders in various walks of life. The emphasis now is

on "Reconstruction" and "Regeneration'' through a slow building

up from within. Movements and programs designed to achieve

these aims seek broad popular and local support essential to success

in the highlv integrated and traditionally localized Chinese society.

China's foreign policy since the Mukden incident has likewise

undergone a marked change. Whereas before 1931 under the Na-

tionalist Kuomintang government, a policy of "revolutionary

diplomacy" was carried through in a highly charged anti-foreign

atmosphere, since that time practically all overt mass opposition *-o

foreign imperialism has disappeared. This is not to be interpreted

to mean that the government nor the vocal elements of the populace

are resigned to the loss of Manchuria, nor that they have aban-

doned all efforts to recover sovereign rights relinquished in the series
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of "unequal" treaties and agreements signed in the course of the past

century. Only the methods have changed. The anti-foreignism

engendered through textbooks, periodicals, and the platform coupled

with the "revolutionary diplomacy" of the 1927-to-1931 period is

now understood as being a prime factor in initiating the series of

events which led to the occupation of ^Manchuria by Japanese forces.

Likewise the half-hearted attempts of certain great powers having

vital interests in China to stem Japan's advance is attributed to the

influence of certain governmental and business groups in those coun-

tries who believed that Japan in curbing the excesses of the Chinese

nationalists was fighting their battle as well, by putting ofif to a still

more distant future the time when they must give up their special

privileges in China.

Hence necessity has dictated a change of policy. Stunned by

Japan's drastic action and forced upon imminent threat of further

territorial losses, the Nanking government has forsaken "revolu-

tionary diplomacy" based on a negative anti-foreign type of nation-

alism. Open student demonstrations have been almost w"holly

suppressed or driven underground, and the boycott of Japanese goods

has been on the whole eft'ectively curbed. The easy successes of

Japanese armies on Chinese soil has poignantly impressed on the

leaders of China the weakness which still afflicts the state from a

political and military point of view. This weakness they perceive

arises from two sources, the one of a spiritual or moral character

resulting in lack of political unity and the other of a material or

economic character which limits the military strength of the nation.

Until these two basic weaknesses are eliminated the nation must

abandon hope of attaining full national sovereignty and the recovery

of lost territory. This may take a generation or fifty years they

realistically assert, but like the ancient Chinese worthy who slept on

his mat for ten years to remind himself that he must return and

recover his lost territory, they assert they will not lose sight of

their ultimate goal.

In order to build up the economic strength of the country, the

government has within the lasffew years launched upon an extensive

and elaborate program of economic reconstruction. The problem

of improved communications still remains uppermost. Some rail-

road building has been undertaken, but more energy has been ex-

pended in auto road construction, the amount of mileage of which

has increased several fold in recent years. Agricultural rehabilita-

\
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tion has been receiving more attention in the last few years than

ever before. Rural credit societies and marketing- and purchasing

cooperatives are being organized. In the industrial field the Na-

tional government plans through the recently acquired control over

the tariff to protect home industry as well as to foster it through

direct subsidies. Likewise, through national bureaus for testing

and grading, it is planned to improve and produce uniform tea,

silk, and other commodity exports to accelerate foreign-trade ex-

pansion. In these and other ways the government is striving to

achieve economic reconstruction as a prelude to the establishment of

a strong state capable of recovering its full administrative and ter-

ritorial sovereignty.

In a country which for centuries has been under the all-pervad-

ing influence of Confucian moral concepts the belief persists that

programs for material reconstruction will be of little avail if there

is not accompanying moral regeneration. Before attempting to set

forth in more detail the factors which gave rise to the present

Confucian revival and to evaluate its strength and nature, it would

be well first to trace briefly the cause of the decline of Confucianism

under the Republic. With the establishment of the Republic in 1912

the classics were eliminated from the curricula of the schools and,

except for a brief attempt at a revival of Confucianism under Presi-

dent Yuan Shih-k'ai in the years 1913-1916, the attack upon the

cult by the modernized and nationalistic intellectuals and students

has had increasing success until the current revival set in last year.

There are three outstanding reasons for this abandonment of Con-

fucianism. In the first place, its long association with the monarchy

and its emphasis upon loyalty to the emperor made its persistence

under a republican regime appear highly anarchronistic. Moreover,

the factions favoring the retention of its teachings were monarchists

at heart as revealed in the efforts to place Yuan Shi-k'ai upon the

throne. Secondly, it was the formalized embodiment of all that

was held to be conservative and, therefore, an obstacle to the modern-

ization of the state, particularly in its emphasis upon respect for

elders, and the necessity for maintaining the all-embracing author-

itarian family-system sustained by ancestor worship. From this

angle it was seen as a restraining force preventing the citizens

of the new republic from giving their fullest loyalty to the state

in patriotic service because of prior allegiance to and dependence

upon the family. It was held, therefore, to be a hindrance to the
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spread of modern nationalism which the awakened intellectuals had

discovered in the west and which they were more or less consciously

imitating and fostering. Finally, those who had drunk deeply from

the wells of western science and rationalism dubbed it another re-

ligion to be abolished, along with Buddhism and Christianity, as out-

moded superstitions suited to a less advanced stage of social ad-

vancement than at present exists. As Ch'en Tu-hsiu, one of the

outstanding leaders of young China and a founder of the first

Communist party expressed it, "That which makes the people of

Europe actually superior to all nations is their positive science.

Science and reason have made an end to ignorance and superstition."

The decline of Confucianism was held to be a necessary prelude to

the establishment of a modernized nationalistic state capable of

claiming and securing utmost loyalty from all its members.

These three points of criticism explain in part the development

of one of the more striking paradoxes of the modernization of

China: a gradually expanding and intensifying nationalism in con-

flict with a people's idealized and formalized social and intellectual

heritage. In the haste to modernize—a haste forced upon them by

the repeated aggressions of the Western powers and Japan which

threatened the very existence of the state itself as a territorial unit

—the modern Chinese have in the confusion and bewilderment of

a revolutionary period sought to uproot their old culture and com-

mence de novo. That they, one of the most historically conscious of

all peoples, suddenly appeared to be deaf to all the lessons of history

only serves to heighten the piquancy of the paradox. The intellectual

and educational leaders uncritically and naively hoped to create

within a generation the western ideal of an individualized body of

citizens living in and effectively running a modern democratic state.

Faith in the old culture thoroughly shattered, they attempted through

the literal translation of western studies and textbooks on political

theory and civics to create this modern type of citizen through an

expanding modern educational system. They felt they had found

an adequate cohesive substitute for Confucianism in the attempted

formation of a body of democratic, individualized citizens who would

be supremely loyal to the political state.

Before, however, the new experiment was allowed even a fair

amount of time to work itself out, the inevitable foreign aggressions

upon the weak and divided nation were renewed. This time foreign

interference resulted in the massacre of students and civilians in
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Shanghai, Canton, and elsewhere in ^lay and June 1925. Immediately

there appeared a violent form of anti-foreign nationalism which de-

nounced on the one hand the imperialistic powers and on the other the

excessive westernization, particularly of the educational system. The

appeal of the conservatives to call a halt to revolutionary efforts at

modernization was not to be heeded at this time. The Kuomintang

party which for years had been restricted to a minor political role

at Canton gathered strength, through Communist guidance, from

the tide of anti-foreignism sweeping the country. In the summer

of 1926 the party launched its northern campaign to wrest the

country from the grasp of the oppressive war-lords and to free

it from the control of the imperialistic powers. Its relatively well-

trained military force, ably supported by an effective propaganda

technique which broadcast its aims widely over the land, accounted

for the striking success of the northern drive. In the spring of 1927

the capital of the Nationalist Government was set up in Nanking and

with the fall of Peking a year later, control over a greater part of

the country has been achieved.

Once seated in power a rapid move toward the right occurred

within the party and the government. The communists were driven

from the party, and one military campaign after another was

launched to overthrow the successive communistic regimes set up in

various localized areas. The government turned toward the land-

lords and the rising industrial and financial bourgeoisie for financial

support. In order to win their confidence, it not only combatted the

communist movement, but also suppressed and regulated the labor

unions and the student movement. Time was needed to consolidate

its position and to extend its more effective control over the country.

Nevertheless, the waves of revolutionary emotionalism and anti-

foreignism which the party had consciously fostered and upon which

it rode into power continued to sweep through the land. The local

Kuomintang headquarters not being under the effective disciplinary

control of the Central Executive Committee continued to agitate for

the recovery of national rights. In ^Manchuria they were particularly

effective in promoting a policy designed to thwart Japanese efforts

to consolidate and expand their economic control over the area.

Hence arose the series of incidents which finally culminated in the

occupation of the area by Japanese forces and the subsequent

establishment of "Manchoutikuo."

The shock of these developments brought the inevitable reaction
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and the heeding of more conservative counsels with the rapid decHne

of the revokitionary spirit. In this atmosphere the loosely co-

ordinated efforts at the revival of Confucianism have taken place.

They were designed to restore to the people confidence in their own
cultural heritage and through that in their racial and political

destiny. While the New Life Movement has not yet identified

itself formally with the term Confucianism its emphasis and spirit

is essentially in harmony with the basic concepts which cluster around

the word. Other governmental measures already taken are a further

and more positive indication of the drift of the times toward a

Confucian revival.

It is of course at this time impossible to foretell how far or how

long the movement will continue to grow. There may be only a

brief interlude before another period of revolutionary activity sweeps

the country submerging the remaining vestiges of the old culture

and carrying the nation further along the way toward moderniza-

tion. As long as the present political set-up, characterized by Japan's

hegemony, persists in Eastern Asia, one can predict with consider-

able assurance that the movement for the revival of the old moral

culture will continue to grow in strength. The steps taken to estab-

lish the state of "Manchoutikuo'' on the Confucian principles em-

bodied in the term Wang Tao or "Kingly Way" under Japanese

guidance is a clue to this possibility. There the official revival of a

modified Confucian cult has become a well-established fact. Moral

teachings drawn from the Classics have found their way into the

class-rooms of the expanding educational system.

In Japan itself, Confucian teachings have been retained in the

schools throughout the period of modernization and industrialization.

Japanese leaders attribute the strength of the Empire in part at least

to it. The lessons to be learned from their neighbor's striking suc-

cess in meeting the West on its own terms and still retaining the

essence of their own peculiar cultural heritage, which in large

measure they had centuries earlier inherited from China, has not

been entirely overlooked by the Chinese. The first modern system

of education adopted under the Empire in 1903 was modelled upon

the one then in vogue in Japan. The study of the Confucian classics

found an important place in that system. The elimination of the

classics from the school system since the establishment of the Repub-

lic caused one writer to lament the fact that "what was cast out as

stone in China was retained as jade in Japan." Many conservatives
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in China have attributed the country's weakness from a pohtical

and mihtary point of view as well as the moral degeneration of the

people to the abandonment of the nation's cultural heritage. For the

time at least, the warnings of the conservatives are being heeded

and their advice is beginning to be carried out.

Finally, the attempt to appraise the strength and longevity of the

present revival of Confucianism necessitates the consideration of

factors operating in countries outside of the Far East. World

tendencies at present toward national economic and cultural self-

sufificiency sustained by an intense form of integrated nationalism

lend further strength to the reaction now prevailing in China. In

1840 China's door was forced open by British guns and since that

date it has remained open, partly by force and partly by the wish of

the Chinese themselves, not only to western and Japanese com-

mercial and financial exploitation, but also to admit all aspects of

western thought and practice. Xow the door is closing again.

China like many another nation is seeking to pull itself up largely

by its own bootstraps. The answer to the question as to the future

of the present tendencies toward a Confucian revival, like the

answer to many another question as to the future course of events

in China, is to be found nearly as much in the course of events in

the world at large as in China itself.





RACIAL TYPES FROM SOUTH ARABIA

BY HENRY FIELD

Assistant Curator, Field Museum of Xatural History.

'"pHE PHYSICAL characters of the South Arabs reveal the fact

A that they are remarkably diiTerent from the northern Arabs.

Extremely round-headed, the South Arab has a small brain ca-

pacity; his hair is fuzzy and on face and body may be almost absent.

The skin color is often dark and swarthy.

The North Arab, on the other hand, is long-headed, of lighter

complexion and possesses dark brown hair with low waves. The

great desert of Rub'al Khali serves as a formidable geographic bar-

rier to prevent migrations. Between the North and the South Arab

there has thus been little racial admixture in recent times.

Racial affinities of the South Arab lie in northeast Africa ; a Ne-

groid strain occurs in the belt from Africa through South Arabia

to Melanesia, including the Dravidians of southern India. Infer-

ences of these relationships may be drawn from photographs of

racial types in South x\rabia. Several years ago Mr. A. R. ]\I.

Rickards journeyed to Nisab, one of the larger Aulaqi towns, and

along the Wadi Beihan, taking a number of photographs of the

people he encountered. Through his general cooperation a series of

his pictures illustrates these brief notes. ^ The photographs of the

men from Dhufar and the Wadi Beihan show remarkable variations

in physical type. Differences between the inhabitants of North

and South Arabia can readily be seen when these photographs are

compared to those of the Arabs and Beduins of Iraq.- Bertram

Thomas has measured and photographed a small number of South

Arab tribesmen.^ In the near future we can expect to see the publica-

1 For further details see "The Ancient and Modern Inhabitants of

Arabia," The Open Court, Vol. XLIV, No. 919, December, 1932, pp. 847-871.

2 See "Arabs of Central Iraq, their History, Ethnology and Physical

Characters," Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Anthr. Mem., Vol. IV, Chicago, 1935.

3 See Arabia Felix, New York, 1932. Especially Appendix 1, "The Racial

Characters of the Southern Arabs" by Sir Arthur Keith and W. M. Krog-
man ; also other publications by Thomas.
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lion of anthropometric data from the Yemen obtained during 1934

by Carleton Coon.'* The early history of the human occupation of

Arabia '^
still remains little known, and at present there are no data

available regarding the physical characters of the aboriginal inhabit-

ants of Central and South Arabia.

1 See Measuring Ethiopia, Boston, 1935.

•'• See "The Antiquity of Man in Southwestern Asia,"' Auicr. Anihr., Vol.

XXV, No. 1, January-March, 1933, pp. 51-62. Also '"Early A'[an in North
-Arabia," Natural History, No. 1, 1929, pp. 33-44.
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THE DRAMAS OF THE BIBLE
i

I

BY A. P. DRUCKER

'T^HE STATEMENT that there are dramas in the Bible will

^ probably surprise many of my readers. This surprise is due to

various reasons. First of these is the widely prevailing idea that

the drama originated in Greece, and that no other nation of antiquity

cultivated it ; hence, of course, the Hebrews could boast of no such

art. We hear on the other hand, the assertion repeatedly made that

the Semites especially had no dramatic genius. i Now, the drama
was by no means confined to the Greeks. We find it among the

Hindus, where Vishnu is the hero of many old plays. ^ We find it

also among the Chinese, where the Dragon-god is made the chief

character of a drama in which he is represented as driving out the

evil spirits from the dwellings of the godly.-" And the Japanese,

too, have a drama, telling of the valiant achievements of their Sun-
god.-i

We thus see that the drama was not confined to the Greek ; on

the other hand, not only do we encounter it among the semi-civilized

peoples, but also among barbarians and savages, who, as soon as

they attain to a religious consciousness, have their ceremonies in-

corporated into dramatic performances.-^ The Indian war-dances,

the snake- and other animal-dances, are known to all ; but these are

really nothing more than dramatic presentations of religious cere-

monies.

^

The Australians had a drama long before the whites discoyered

them.' They perform an historical drama to appease the gods for

a murder committed in the neiehborhood when the killer is unknown.

1 Rev. S. B. Driver in the Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testa-

ment.

2 A. A. Macdonnell, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 347. Also A. Weber,
History of Indian Literature, Vol. V.

3 H. A. Giles. History of Chinese Literature, p. 257.

4 Felix Riganv, lafan in Art. B. H. Chamberlain, Cornhill Magazine,
1895.

5 E. B. Tylor, Anthropology.

6 D. G. Brinton, Essays of an Americanist.

"t Spencer and Gillen, The Tribes of Central Australia.
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Under such conditions, a party of six men is sent out to find the

mysterious murderer. Five of these men are painted elaborately

with various designs. They carry with them all kinds of arms. A
place is prepared for them away from the village, but where many

spectators can come out to see the performance. When these men

reach the appointed place, they start a certain war dance. After

exhausting himself by dancing, each lies down on the ground in a

place as small as possible, which was prepared for him. Each covers

himself with his shield. After a little while an old man suddenly

appears from nowhere, armed only with a club. He wanders along

for some time cautiously as though he were looking for the tracks

of some people or animals. When his back is turned the five men.

who have by this time risen from the ground, steal up behind him

cautiously. Abruptly he turns and catches sight of the men who

are about to kill him ; a mock fight ensues, in which the old man
kills all the others. This is repeated several times until finally the

dead bodies of the five men are heaped in front of him, while he

waves a club in the air. The people then leave the place with

bowed heads. (This play is based upon an actual occurrence which

took place in the long past when a noted warrior, who w^as thought

to have killed a man, was tracked on a hunting expedition by four

relatives of the murdered person. With his greater strength he

turned and killed the revenging relatives.) The purpose of this

drama is to convince the gods that the relatives are willing to re-

venge the dead but are unable to do so.

The Aztec religious worship too had a dramatic performance in

which a human being, a captive usually, was annually sacrificed to

the god Huitziotl.8 ]\Ioreover, this captive actually stood for the

god to the people, who, whenever he appeared, bowed in token of

reverence and honor. On the final day before the sacrifice, when he

was conducted to the temple by the priests, his every act was regu-

lated by them, in order that everything he did might appear to

be the symbol of a godly action. Thus, even human sacrifices were

only dramatic representations of their divine protagonist's self-

sacrifice for hvtmanity.

A curious modern instance of a dramatic performance among

savages is the custom of the Aleutian Islanders, who, when game

8 W. H. Prescott, Conquest of Mc.vico. Vol. I. See also H. H. Bancroft,

Native Races of the Pacific States, Vol. II.
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is scarce, are wont to enact a performance in which some of them

dress up to represent the animals they would kill, while the re-

mainder shoot dull arrows at them until all the make-believe animals

are supposedly slain. When this feat is accomplished, they are sure

of the success of their hunting expedition.'^

The Japanese people also had a drama for many centuries. One
of these depicts the Sun Goddess who, in a fit of temper, declined

to give forth her light to the world. The drama begins by the state-

ment that the Sun Goddess was oft'ended by some act of her chil-

dren and had withdrawn to a cave taking her light from the world.

The stage appears dark and desolate ; cries are heard from the dark-

ness. However, this was also inconvenient for the gods. They as-

sembled on the dry bed of the river of heaven. After many attempts

to lure the sun out of her cave, they decided to give a dance— the

dancing to be on inverted empty tubs which would echo when the

dancers stamped on them. When this dance was performed the

Sun Goddess, as was expected, became curious and came out from

the cave to see what this noise was all about. The gods were ready

for her and they soon succeeded in persuading her to go back to

heaven and again illumine the world.

This shows that even the lowest savages had some form of

religious drama, which they improved as they ascended the lad-

der of civilization, by adding to it music, dialogue, and songs,

thus creating a true dramatic art. Only the Semites, according to

the detractors of the Semitic genius, were an exception. Only they

are relegated to a category lower than all these primitive i>eoples.

In explanation of this stand, we are confronted with the argument

that we have never met with any drama among the inhabitants of

Western Asia, neither do we find any approach to it in all the dis-

coveries made in the recent excavations in ancient Semitic terri-

tories. This argument, based on the fact that a Semitic drama is

not known to us, seems to be rather flimsy. It is always precarious

to come to a conclusion when the hypothesis is grounded on ignor-

ance. Some years ago we still felt justified in denying the Egyptians

dramatic genius for the same reason. lo Yet recently Egyptologists

have discovered on the walls of the temple at Abydos a reference

9 Encycl. Brit.. Drama. Also G. W. Gills, The Aleutian Islands

1<» Driver, AutJwrif\ and Archaeology.
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to a drama there enacted. ^i From this reference we learn that

the worship of Osiris, the god of that temple, had in it a ceremony
presenting in dramatic form, the life, death, and resurrection of that

god. Of course, this discovery forced the learned world to change

its opinion regarding the Egyptian genius, and to admit that the peo-

ple of the Nile country were not lacking in dramatic talent.

In a like manner until lately, the Semites were not credited with

any aptitude for epic poetry or any artistic talent, on the ground that

nothing was known of such poetry or art among them. Then recent

excavations in Babylon and Assyria brought to light a wealth of

artistic and poetic treasures which had lain hidden in the mounds
for thousands of years. i- And since these finds compelled modern
scholars to give over their preconceived idea of the dwellers of an-

cient Egypt and Mesopotamia, would it be so unreasonable to sup-

pose that, sooner or later, there will be unearthed in the excavations

now under way, a reference to a drama in the temples of Assyria and

Babylon ; and that we shall once more be called upon to amend our

notion of the genius of the ancient inhabitants of these countries?

But even in the dim light of our present knowledge, we may
safely infer that the Semites had a drama ; not merely because all

other peoples who passed through the same stages of civilization had

one, but for other more cogent reasons. These reasons will soon

become convincing when we remember that the origin of the drama

in Greece is traced to the worship of Dionysus, the god of vegeta-

tion. ^-^^ and that, by uniting the plot and music of this god with the

chorus of Apollo, the drama was perfected. This Dionysus, how-

ever, is no other than Adonis, a Semitic god, known also as Tam-
muz.i^ Is it not more than probable, therefore, that the Semitic

worshippers of Adonis had the same kind of ritual attached to his

cult as their successors, the Greeks, had after them? This prob-

ability becomes almost a certainty when we recall that the religion

of the Phoenician and Babylonian god Adonis-Tammuz was mod-

elled on that of the Egyptian Osiris,!"' — ^11 these being gods of

11
J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, Vol. I. Also Prof. Heinrich

Schaefer, Die Mystcrien des Osiris in A bydas.

12 S. B. Driver, Authority and Archaeology.

1" R. G. Moulton, The Origin of the Drama. Aristotle, Poetics.

14 Sir James G. Frazer, Golden Bough, Vol. IV., Adonis-Tammuz. W. R.

Smith, Religion of the Semites.

15 They were under Egyptian influence for many centuries. See Breasted,

History of Egyf^t. Also Frazer, Golden Bough. Vol. H.
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vegetation. As was stated before, the worship of the latter contained

a dramatic presentation of his hfe, death, and resurrection ; hence the

Adonis-worship, which had the same traditions, must have had the

same ceremonial. Since a similar dramatic performance belonged

to the Greek Dionysus cult, the assumption would seem justified that

among the Semites the same god, under the name of Adonis, had

the same kind of ritual attached to his worship as previously in

Egypt and later in Greece. ^^ fhis inference, again, would lead to

the conclusion that the Semites had a drama.

Yet we need not depend entirely on inference. We have a Baby-

lonian story which appears to have been originally a drama, recount-

ing the descent of Istar through seven gates into Hades :
i" there

she was detained for some time, until gods and men, thrown into

consternation by her absence, importuned the great god Ea to send

a messenger to bring her back. We are told here of her ascent

through the same seven gates on her return to earth. Remembering

the peculiar construction of the Babylonian temples, in the form of

seven stairs, "^^ we begin to see the meaning of the seven gates Istar

must needs descend and ascend. Undoubtedly the Istar story was

originally a dramatic performance, and the seven gates were repre-

sented by the seven temple stairs on which the several scenes were

enacted.

I'hus, it is obvious that the Semites were not lacking in dramatic

ability, any more than other semi-civilized peoples of antiquity. That

no actual drama of the Semites has yet been discovered, is due to

the peculiar attitude of the Semitic priests. As stated previously,

the drama of every nation had its beginning in the temple ceremonies.

Even in Greece it was a religious performance up to the last days

of Athenian splendor. 19 Aristotle says that ^schylus was accused

of betraying the secrets of the gods by writing down the religious

dramas. 20 In India, too, the drama was secularized through a be-

trayal of the holy ceremonies outside the temples.- ^ And that the

same was true in China, is borne out by the following curious story.

16 Herodotus, Vol. I.

17 M. Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Assyria. See also R. W. Rogers,
History of Babylonia and Assyria.

IS Herodotus, Vol. I.

19 Lewis Campbell, Religion in Greek Literature.

20 Aristotle, Poetics.

21 Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature.
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In the fifth century b. c, so we are told, a numher of stable-

boys were arrested for enacting in a stable a performance which

they had seen a magician conduct in the houses of the rich for exor-

cising the demons. -2 These instances prove that the secularization

of the drama came about through the betrayal of the priestly secrets.

This, however, could not have happened among the Semites, for

the following reason. \\'ith them, the priests were consecrated to the

temple-service from childhood ;
-^ in fact, there were always special

tribes dedicated to the worship of the gods.--^ The young priests

were drilled orally in the performance of the ceremonies by their

masters : hence there was never any need for writing down these

ceremonies. From generation to generation the temple lore was

retained in the midst of the few, and when the temples were de-

stroyed and the priests massacred— as was often the case in those

days— all the traditions connected wath that particular fane were

lost forever.--'^ This consideration renders it very unlikely that we
shall ever find a clear, positive drama in Semitic territory. Even

in Egypt only a reference was discovered : the drama itself was

lost.

A further reason assigned for the contention that the Semites

could have written no dramas, is the assertion that the Semitic genius,

being intensely subjective, could have produced no objective art:

that, being very self-absorbed, the Semitic writers could not have

put themselves in the place of the hero of the play. \\'hile this ac-

cusation is so irrational as to require almost no consideration, let

us pause long enough to show its utter absurdity. In addition to

the fact that the epic is also an objective form of literature— and

we have found the Creation epic among the Babylonians, the Gilga-

mesh epic among the Assyrians, and numerous epics in the Bible of

the Hebrews themselves — we have a wonderful piece of objective

art in the Biblical story of Balaam — undoubtedly the product of

a Hebrew pen. In this narrative Israel is in the background—"We
can see him at a distance," -'^ reiterates Balak. The two most im-

-'- Giles, Chinese Literature.

-''• W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites. Also G. A. Barton. A Sketch of
Sonitic Origins.

24 Exodus XXVni:l-2. Numbers XVni:l-20.
-5 As to destruction of the Tabernacles of Shiloh and Nob, see 1 Samuel

XXn:16-19, and Jeremiah Vn:12.
26 Numbers XXIII: 13.
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portant characters are non-Jews, and the author gives eloquently and

impartially the point of view of Balaam and Balak. Without any

prejudice, he presents Balak as a patriot of his people, doing his best

to save them from their enemies ; and Balaam, as a true prophet of

God, obeying every behest of Yhvh. The writer seems to have ex-

perienced no difificulty in placing himself in the position of non-Jews

and portraying them with perfect sympathy in all their sentiments.

The Balaam story proves conclusively that the Semites could write

objectively ; hence this argument also falls to the ground.

If we may hold that the Semites had a drama, we may be con-

vinced that the Hebrews, being a Semitic race, had it also. We
know, indeed, that the Children of Israel adopted many customs

from their neighbors.-''' We read in Ezekiel that they observed

the worship of the Babylonian god Tammuz in the Temple which

as stated before was a dramatic performance.-^ Again, Israel was

dominated by the influence of Egypt ; first, in pre-Biblical times,

during its sojourn in Egypt ; later when, by the marriage of King

Solomon to a daughter of Pharaoh, it fell under Egyptian control ;-^

and finally, by the influence of King Jeroboam.^^ Again, we find

the Hebrew people adopting the language and custom of the Canaan-

ites, the former occupants of Palestine. For a long time it was

surmised, though not actually demonstrable, that the Biblical lan-

guage was taken over by the Hebrews from the people of Canaan.

Only quite lately, the Tel-el-Amarna letters have verified this sur-

mise, inasmuch as they show that the writers who employed the

Babylonian language in the fourteenth century b. c, now and then

used a Hebrew word to elucidate an unknown Babylonian term.

As the Hebrews were not in Palestine at the time, the writers could

not have taken these expressions from the Children of Israel ; hence

they must have adopted them from the predecessors of the Hebrews,

the Canaanites, whom the twelve Tribes later dispossessed. Yet

those words are good Hebrew expressions. This would prove,

therefore, that the Hebrew language was the speech of the Canaan-

ites, the predecessors of Israel. ^'^ If the Hebrews, then, adopted

-'T Judges 11:11-14: Isaiah 11:6; Jeremiah X:2-9.

28 Ezekiel VIII :14.

29 1 Kings 111:1.

30 1 Kings 1:40; XII :20.

•"IZimmern, Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament (3rd. cd.,)

p. 652.
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from their predecessors their language, it may be assumed that with

it they took over the civiHzation, customs, and reHgion ; and that

with this last— if they did not ah-eady possess it— they must have

taken the drama, long cultivated by the Canaanites in common with

their neighbors, the Phoenicians and the Egyptians.

We know very little about those other neighbors of the Israel-

ites, the Philistines. From the biblical account of their capture of

Samson it would appear that they also had a drama, for we are told

that, after Samson was seized and blinded by the Philistines, he was

brought down to the temple "to play before them." •"- While we
cannot state positively that the word play here means act, neverthe-

less it is almost safe to infer that the Philistines also had a drama,

first because they were originally Greeks ;•"•" secondly, because their

god Dagan was the same as Adonis. If such was the case, the

Israelites, who came in contact with the Philistines for a long

period, who were under their power, and in turn held them subject,

were bound to take from them this interesting ceremony as a help

in their religious propaganda.

The most convincing evidence, however, that the Hebrews had

a drama is to be found in the Bible itself and in the ceremonies of

the Jewish religion. From days immemorial, the Children of Israel

had all the elements that, everywhere else, developed into a national

drama. Those who claim for Greece exclusively the invention and

development of the drama trace it back to the religious dances, to the

chorus employed in the temple of Apollo, and finally, to the festival

procession of Dionysus. The combination of these three, according

to the Greek historians, resulted in the drama. •^^ But we have these

three factors in ancient Israel as well. We see Miriam and her

maidens dancing and singing songs in praise and honor of God after

the Children of Israel had crossed the Red Sea.'^'^ We also find the

women dancing and singing in chorus when David and Saul re-

turned from overthrowing Goliath and the Philistines, exulting

that "Saul smote his thousands, while David smote his ten thou-

sands." •'^^ David himself did not scorn to take part in one of these

•! 2 Judges XVI :25.

33
J. H. Breasted, History of Egypt Hastings, Bihl Encycl. Philistines.

Also Quarterly Statement, 1907, Philistines, by Prof. Myers.

34 R. G. Moulton, The Origin of the Drama.
35 Exodus XV :20-21.

36 1 Samuel XVIlI:6-7; XXIX : 5.
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dances, participation in which was not held undignified for a king,

when the Ark of God was brought into the City of David.-^^ Again

we have the responsive chorus in the early Psalms, which would in-

dicate that the Hebrews had singing choruses. Psalm XXI\' not

only lends itself to responsive recitation, but in all likelihood was

so used.

Leader : "Who will ascend the mountain of the Lord and who will

stay in His Holy place?"

Chorus : "He that hath clean hands and a pure heart

;

He who hath not lifted up his soul vainly, and he who did

not swear falsely."

Leader: "He shall then receive the blessing from Yhvh and right-

eousness from the God of his Salvation."

Chorus: (Pointing to the people) : "This is the generation of them

that, like Jacob, seek thy face: Selah."

Leader : "Lift up your heads, O ye gates, be ye lift up, ye everlasting

doors, so that the King of Glory may enter."

Chorus: "Who is the King of Glory?"

Leader: "Yhvh, strong and mighty."

Chorus: "Yhvh is mighty in battle."

Leader : "Lift up your heads, O ye gates, and lift up the everlasting

doors, that the King of Glory may enter."

Chorus: "Who is the King of Glory?"

Leader: "The Lord of Hosts, He is the King of Glory."

In Psalm CXVni:29 we find the same antiphonal singing:

Leader : "Oh give thanks unto the Lord, for He is good."

Chorus: "His kindness endureth forever;" etc.

Thus we find in ancient Israel the three sources from which the

drama came into being in Greece. It would, therefore, seem only

fair to concede that the same factors brought about the same result

here as elsewhere.

3« 1 Samuel VI:15: 2 Samuel VI:14.
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The Prophets seem to have been aware of the power exerted by

dramatic ceremony upon the multitude. They Hked to take the

character or personality of some individual or nation. Thus (a)

Isaiah went barefoot and naked for days, to impersonate the Egyp-

tians and .Ethiopians, who were to be led into captivity barefoot

and naked by the Assyrians. •^'^' (b) Hosea married an unfaithful

wife, who was to personify Israel's unfaithfulness to God.^'^ (c)

Jeremiah wore a heavy yoke, as a sign that Israel was to bear the

heavy yoke of King Nebuchadnezzar.^ i (d) Ezekiel impersonated

the King of Babylon as fighting against Jerusalem, by making a brick

represent the Holy City, and a piece of iron the wall of separation

between God and Israel.'*

-

In addition to these personifications, there were other attempts

along dramatic lines by itinerant actors, who went from place to

place, playing before dift'erent assemblies in various cities for the

purpose of instructing the people in religion. Whether this practice

was originated in opposition to, or in imitation of, the Canaanitish

dervish practices or whether it was a national Israelitish institution,

is of no consequence here. It is sufficient to note the fact that there

was such an institution. The fact in point is referred to in the

Bible, where we read that the B'}iai Hanhhiim, or Sons of the Proph-

ets, marched about in large crowds, chebel, playing musical instru-

ments, dancing, and giving performances before the people. "'• They

executed feats of leaping, falling, and dancing, and resorted to

numerous other devices, perhaps for the purpose of attracting pas-

sersby. ]Many who came within their influence were moved to join

them."*"* These men were also called meshugah — possessed, ^•'' and

their office was doubtless that of the itinerant actors before alluded

to, who performed whenever they had an opportunity.

We find in the Bible also a direct reference to a drama played

in Jerusalem. There is in Ezekiel the statement mentioned above, to

the eft'ect that, in the very Temple, "the women were lamenting the

Sf» Isaiah XX: 2-3.

40 Hosea 1:2-7; II: 1-5.

41 Jeremiah XXVII :2; XXVIII :10.

42 Ezekiel IV: 1-3.

4-"
1 Samuel X:5-6; 10-13.

44 1 Samuel XIX:20-24.

45 2 Kings IX: 11.
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death of Tammuz." "^'^ Xow this lament was part of the Drama of

Tammuz-Adonis discussed above, strongly dramatic in content and

form. Such are the stories of Jacob and Joseph ; of God's appearing

for the first time to Moses : and of the life of Saul. But perhaps

nothing will indicate so clearly the existence and the progressive

steps in the development of the drama in ancient Israel as the cere-

monial observances of the Hebrews. The Purim festival, with its

mystic story of Haman and Mordecai, with its quaint ceremonies as

retained to this day, is a survival of an old masque and dramatic

presentation in vogue in ancient Israel. Such, likewise, is the

Hoshana Rabba procession with the Lulov and Ethrag, the knock-

ing, and the crushing of the willow branches ;•*" not very diiTerent,

indeed, is it from the Greek procession of Dionysus.'*^ Other sur-

vivals are the ceremonies of the Passover night — the Paschal Lamb,

the puzzling questions and answers, and the cup of the Prophet

Elijah."*^ All of these show traces of having primarily been given

in dramatic form before some shrine, or before an assembly of the

people gathered to the great Temple of Yhvh.

Dramatic traces are again to be found in the ceremony of the

Sanctification of the Moon.-^o In that ceremony there are rem-

nants of a dialogue as well as a direct a}X)strophe to the Aloon — a

survival, undoubtedly, of Moon worship in ancient Israel. For the

performance of this ceremony three men are needed. During the

services one of them says to the others: "Peace unto you." And

the others must respond: "Unto you be peace." Then the three

leap heavenward »and address the Moon in the following words:

"As I leap against thee, but cannot touch thee, so should mine

enemies not be able to touch me with evil intentions." These words

and the accompanying actions undoubtedly belonged to a Moon

drama that was performed when Israel, in common with other

Semites, worshipped the Queen of Night.

The ceremonies of the Day of Atonement, with the goats as

sacrifice which were sent by lot, one to Yhvh and the other to the

Demons of the Wilderness, as described in Leviticus ;-''i the fasting

4cEzekiel VIII :14.

•!< Prayerbook, Sohar. ^lishnah, Sukkah, IV: 2.

^^ Plutarch (1, c, 14, 62).

•1^ Haggada. (Passover Night Service).

->^ Daily Praycrbook (Berlin Edition).

-'1 Leviticus XVI:7-10.
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and blowing of the trumpet at the conchision of the services, were

in all likelihood originally part of a dramatic performance. It would

be out of place here to attempt a discussion of the custom of the

synagogue of reading the law with the necessary quorum of three

persons standing near the Scroll. •"'- The Talmud asserts that this

custom was instituted by ^^kloseSj-^-^ but this is only a makeshift ex-

planation. Anthropology, which traces institutions to their source,

cannot be satisfied with such a statement. The basis for this ob-

serviance is doubtless to be found in its being an outgrowth and

substitute for the original dramatic ])resentation in the Temple,

where at least three persons were required by the structure of the

play ; and though the ceremony was changed, this latter custom was

preserved in accordance with the law of the persistency of religious

sanctity. From all this we gather that, like all other peoples, Israel

had religious plays : that, like all other primitive peoples, wdien it

reached a higher level of civilization, it crystallized these barbaric

usages into ceremonies, to become symbols of a more refined cult,

more adapted to changed conditions ; and, like all peoples at that

stage of ci\ilization, thev combined isolated ceremonies into one

strong form of worship, which resulted in an artistic drama.

From the facts adduced thus far, we may assume that the He-

brews had a drama and employed it for religious purposes, like their

neighbors, the Babylonians, the Phoenicians, and the Egyptians.

Like the drama of their neighbors, that of the Children of Israel

w-as in the hands of the priests, who preserved the plots orally among
themselves. For very good reasons, as the Biblical student knows,

the priests later in Jewish history allowed their traditions to be put

into writing.-'"^ Among these traditions were also dramas and per-

formances which were taken up by the Sons of the Prophets and

others. Of these dramas, however, very few were preserved, be-

cause most of them had primitive ideas and even these were not

taken into the Bible in their original form, but changed and recast

so as not to be recognized as dramas in order to eliminate the pagan

origin of these plays.

For this reason, these old dramas were turned into prose nar-

ratives by later Biblical editors. The reasons that prompted the

f'- Talmud ^fegiloh, 23a.

'•• 'l^almud Jerusalmi Megiloh, Cli. HI; Sec also Talmud Bab., Baba
Kamah, 82a.

^•4 2 Kings XXn:8-10.
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latter to this course were their desire to unify and make the Bible

appear a connected, actual history of the Hebrew people. The ma-

terial, as it came down from the past to the days of Ezra, consisted

of various forms drawn from various sources. Some were the work

of Y'HVH priests and the Prophets. Others again were the com-

positions of men known as the "false prophets" ; that is, prophet-

worshippers of other gods beside Yhvh. From all this material the

Judean editors naturally selected only those traditions that were

favorable to the God of the Temple of Jerusalem. Everything else

they threw out or destroyed ;^^ and soon the works they chose to pre-

serve had to undergo changes, emendations and revisions, for the

religious ideas of pre-Exilic Israel did not agree with the teachings

of Ezra and his school. The Hebrew writers of the early days, like

their neighbors, had anthropomorphic and unethical ideas about the

gods, whom they were wont to represent as involved in per]:)etual

feud with one another ; jealous, full of hatred, and struggling for

preeminence. Nor was even Ynvii an exception. As presented in

the ancient dramas, he too, was far beneath the lofty conception

of the later School of Ezra. Therefore the editors of the later age

were very careful as to what matter should be incorporated into the

Canon and what rejected, and in what form it should be preserved.

That the drama should be subject to the severest censorship, is

obvious. Too eloquent a reminder of the heroic day of pagan Israel,

it must either be entirely omitted or, being included, must be freed

from all anthropomorphisms, and reconstructed into prose stories so

as to appear true history. It is only due to the fact that some of

the Yhvh dramas had beautiful lessons to teach, that they were

preserved in the Bible, though in mutilated form. It was also due

to the conservative spirit of the editors that they retained in many

instances expressions otherwise used only in the drama. These ex-

pressions help reveal the original status of the compositions and tell

their true character.

As Biblical students today well know, there are in the Bible

stories which were originally epic poems, but which were altered

into prose accounts for the same reasons as were the dramas. The

two stories of creation for instance, not only bear the marks of

55 Baraita in Baba Bathra, 14b. Also, Tosafta, 15a. Also, Tosafta

yad, ii, 13.
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having been originally epics,"''' but their Babylonian cousins, which

were lately discovered, are likewise in epic form, and shed light

on the Biblical stories.-''" The same is true of the Flood epic, which

has an echo in the Babylonian Gilgamesh poem. This makes it clear

that the Biblical compilers had at their disposal a mass of heteroge-

neous material, that needed to be sifted and unified into a work of

historical sequence and verisimilitude. All references to alien gods

had to be expunged or endued with a new or allegorical meaning,

and all the fictitious incidents in which they occurred, converted bv

a few changes into so-called historical events.

We must, therefore, remember that we cannot hope to find in the

Bible a drama that would answer the exact Aristotelian definition of

this art : first, because of the changes the Biblical drama underwent

at the hands of the editors, changes in the process of which all its

essentially dramatic form was eradicated ; secondly, because Aris-

totle had in mind in his definition the Greek theater, and we may
not judge a Semitic drama, by a Greek standard, any more than

we may apply his standard to the best of our modern dramas— those

of Shakespeare not excepted— most of which if the strict Aristo-

telian definition were brought to bear on them, would have to be

removed from the stage. But taking the whole range of the world's

dramatic literature and generalizing the Greek standard somewhat,

the Hebrew drama will fall into its rightful place.

I should define the drama as an expression of an event in action.

It must have characters, a plot, a conflict of passions. It must have

unity of action — a definite beginning, a climax, and a catastrophe.

In addition, it must be an expression of life as the writer and his

audience see it around them. It requires poetic dialogue, uniting

the qualities of the conversational story with the lofty diction of

the epic poem. And finally, it must have spectacular scenery, rapid,

exciting action, and a conflict of will against sentiment. Any story of

the Bible that answers these requirements may be assumed to have

originally been a drama.

If we take this broad definition of the drama, we find several

stories in the Book which, even in their present prosaic version, have

many of the earmarks of their earlier dramatic form. Judging by

]\Ioulton. Pocfry of the Bible. See also Ewald, History of Israel.

S. B. Driver, Genesis.
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this standard, I find four stories which were undoubtedly dramas

originally. These are : The Fall of Man, the Sacrifice of Isaac, and

the Story of Job. In addition we may state that the story of Esther

was in all likelihood a drama originally. By a careful analysis we
shall see that these stories fulfil all the dramatic requisites ; they

have all the pathos, the poetic fancy, and the ethical grandeur of

the highest dramatic art, and may, therefore, claim their rightful

place in the best dramatic literature of the world.



FAITH, SCEPTICISM AND AGNOSTICISM
An analysis of Professor Paul Elmer [Nlore's The Sccpiical

Approach to Religion

BY VICTOR S. YARROS

The Agnostic, it is safe to say, reads very few books on Religion.

He knows that he will find nothing new, important, or thought-

provoking in such books, and he believes, with Thomas H. Huxley,

that certain questions are settled and closed and that the principle

of open-mindedness does not require us periodically to reopen such

questions in the absence of new evidence of sufficient weight and

intellectual gravity which honest thinkers cannot possibly ignore.

Since the death of the great Agnostics—Huxley. Tyndall,

Spencer, to name no others—nothing has been said either by theolo-

gians or metaphysicians and philosophers that has tended, in the

smallest degree, to oppress or impress the intelligent and cultivated

adherents of the school they founded. The growth of Agnosticism

is, of course, a salient and significant fact of the times. But the Ag-

nostic will do well to make an exception of one very recent and rather

small book on religion—namely. Professor Paul Elmer More'a

The Sceptical Approacli to Religion. Here is a work which, by its

candor, apparent reasonableness, appeal to alleged fact and universal

experience, and keen logic, challenges the attention of the confirmed

Agnostic and leads him to search his soul and to put certain serious

questions to his trained and disciplined mind.

Professor ]\Iore has great respect for the genuine sceptic and

endeavors to convince him without question-begging and, as he

claims, without departing from the truly scientific method of in-

vestigation and argumentation. The sceptic, if he is consistent,

courageous, and adventurous, thinks Professor ]\Iore, should and

must accept Faith or Religion.

This, clearly, is a remarkable affirmation, and it will be both

profitable and enjoyable to examine it with some thoroughness.

But first let us note Professor More's definition and characteriza-

tion of the sceptic. ^lany, he avers, who probably imagine them-

selves to be sceptics, are nothing of that sort. They are merely

indifferent, timid, mentally indolent, superficial in dealing with
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great problems. Such persons Professor More leaves out of his

reckoning, for, as he says, he simply does not understand them.

They have no curiosity in respect of the cosmos, of human destiny,

of the meaning of life, and seem to him to be deficient in that essen-

tial quality which distinguishes man as man. They may be estimable,

gifted, eminent, useful, but they are not fully or truly human.

The sceptic, says Professor More, is one whose faculties are alert,

who is bound to feel the force of the dilemma which confronts the

sensitive, earnest, truth-seeking man, and who does not ignore the

claims and challenge of Religion, but has to find a good and valid

reason for remaining a sceptic.

The sceptic, therefore, must and does make a choice between two

clear, definite, intellectually respectable positions. To quote Prof.

More:

Looking at religion from the outside, he will say that the

whole range of beliefs can be explained as pure undemonstrable
inference . . . not an inference from what is outwardly ob-

served or from the mechanism of reason, but a projection into

the void, so to speak, of his own feeling of personal freedom,
responsibility and purpose.

And the sceptic will go a step further. Perceiving that

Christianity alone of religions corresponds with the final data of

self-knowledge, he will say that the hard real duel lies between
frank materialistic mechanism and the historic teleology of the

Logos doctrine to which the Platonic philosophy may be re-

garded as a sort of preparation.

We shall return to this question of choice. But first we must

show just how Professor More, in his gentle efifort to convert the

sceptic, arrives at his basic conclusion— his religion or his faith.

He recognizes the necessity of a firm and solid starting point—of

"some element of consciousness which is universal to all men and

cannot be honestly disputed."

That element, according to him, is found in the sense of self-

approval or self-reproach which we feel as we act in one way or

another. We know, in other words, by an "intuitive afifection" that

some acts are right and others wrong. The sense we call moral

—

our conscience—is an integral part of our constitution as human
beings. Moreover, it is more than a present feeling ; it embraces

the future, and is, therefore, teleological. It implies a purpose, a

pattern, a way of life, and any serious departure from our purpose

brings regret, remorse, a sense of sin, of unworthiness.
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Further, these feelings and this teleology of conscience are uni-

versal. Xo human being is without them. No human being lives

without some standard of conduct, or escapes remorse if he com-

mits an act at variance with his code of right and wrong.

So much, of course, the sceptic will concede without hesitation.

The next step, however, is bound to raise doubts and misgivings.

The data of observation, affirms Professor More, appear to con-

tradict the data of human intuition. There are no signs of purpose

in the universe. The natural world, including man, seems to be

a series of mechanical actions and reactions. Science, as Spinoza

pointed out, is resolutely non-teleological. Which, then, is the illu-

sion, the voice of conscience, or the verdict of observation?

Rationalism takes the view that our inward sense of freedom and

responsibility is illusory, and that science is the only possible guide

of human action, while religion, without repudiating science within

a certain wnde practical realm, urges us to trust our conscience, defy

the logic of observation, and carry over the sense of freedom, re-

sponsibility, and purpose into our interpretation of the cosmos.

'To faith the whole world thus becomes teleological, and religion

is an attempt to live in harmony with a world so conceived."

The sceptic, then, is invited by Professor More to obey the urge

in question and accept faith, with the obligation to live in harmony

with the dictates of religion. He is bold enough to suggest, indeed,

that those sceptics who choose rationalism and reject cosmic teleology

do so, perhaps, because they shrink from the obligations of a

religious life.

It is unfortunate, by the way, that Professor More refrains from

elucidating his conception of the obligations of faith. Had he done

this, he would have encountered a great difficulty—namely, that,

in the first place, many sceptics and Agnostics do live up to the man-

dates of what he calls faith, and, in the second place, that millions

of men and w-omen who call themselves religious do not live up to

those mandates.

How does he explain the case of those who observe the obliga-

tions of the religious life, socially and morally, while clinging to

rationalism? He cannot accuse tJiese of indolence, of timidity, of

love of ease, of selfishness, of fear of adventure and risk. He must

face the embarrassing fact that these men and women simply do not

feel the urge to carry over their intuitive afifection, their sense of

right and wrong, of freedom, into their interpretation of the cosmos.
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Professor ]\Iore truly says that all human beings have standards

of conduct, and at times a sense of sin and remorse, but it is obvi-

ously not true that all human beings feel the urge to accept faith or

religion and thus attribute purpose to the cosmos.

True, as Professor More asserts, there is significance in the

fact of the universality of religion. But what of the universality of

superstition? And what of the grosser superstitions even in the

relatively advanced religious systems? What do these facts prove?

It was doubtless a mistake for Spencer or for others to suppose

that some one cause—dreams, for example, or the appearance of

ghosts, or the trials and burdens of life on earth—produced religion.

Many causes must have combined to develop the several religious

systems, with the belief in a sort of personal immortality, in a

heaven, in a personal creator interested particularly in the down-

trodden and disinherited.

The only question which demands the attention of educated per-

sons concerns the validity and the reasonableness of the essential

affirmations of the two or three religions recognized as advanced

and free from the most puerile and absurd superstitions. Professor

More accepts Christianity, including the dogma of incarnation. He
even asserts that Christianity has said the last word on the subject

of God, human destinity, salvation, and redemption, and that no

further evolution is possible in fundamental religious thought.

But in making these claims he chooses to ignore the fact that

Agnosticism as one form of scepticism is becoming all but universal

among educated and cultivated men. The Agnostics do not feel

the urge to accept any faith, and least of all the dogma of incarnation

and redemption. They cannot make the leap involved in acceptance

of the idea that God condescended "to enter personally into his

creation and to be born as man among men." They can form no

image or idea of God ; they cannot believe that Jesus of Nazareth

was "the son of God"; they cannot believe that Jesus died to save

the human race, or that that race is saved in any sense of the word.

The Agnostic says : I simply cannot pretend to believe the state-

ments [attributed to Jesus] on which Christianity is based, and if

he made them, he was misinterpreting mental and physical phenomena

which the science of his day did little to elucidate.

Jesus, to the Agnostic, as to many others, was a prophet and

reformer who used the language of other Hebrew prophets, but

who offended the great majority of the Jews by his "blasphemy"
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and who aroused the suspicions and fears of the Roman authorities

hy his activities as preacher and agitator, since some of his fol-

lowers believed that he would restore David's regime.

As to the assertion regarding God, the creator of the world, or

the divine purpose in this creation, or the special mission of the

human race, the Agnostic says, I do not know and cannot possibU'

know. I am under no compulsion to make the choice between

mechanism, necessitarianism, or materialism, and "faith," in the

Christian significance of that term. I humbly plead total inability to

solve the great mystery of the universe and of life, and the explana-

tions offered by the religions of the world strike me as na'ive and

childish. Faith, you tell me, is the great adventure, but, while I love

adventure, I cannot embark upon any enterprise which my reason

and my knowledge of history condemn. Without adventure, civiliza-

tion declines and perishes, you insist. \'ery well, let us undertake

the eradication of injustice and wrong in human society, establish

peace and good will, and make life worth living. Here, surely, is

adventure enough

!

But, Professor ]\Iore may ask, to what do you attribute your

"instinctive afifection" of freedom and responsibilty, and your in-

escapable sense of sin if you commit a deed you know to be wrong?

Are you willing to plead total ignorance of that, too, and rest content?

No. The Agnostic has some theories that tentatively answer

these questions. In the first place, the sense of freedom is often

illusory, the result of a mere confusion of wishes, plans, and motives.

Upon analysis, it turns out in many cases that there is no freedom at

all. Pending search and analysis, we imagine we are free to act.

For example, one may feel free to defraud somebody and to

congratulate oneself upon resisting the temptation. But what will

analysis disclose ? The resistance to the particular temptation is

often the result of fear—fear of detection, punishment, disgrace—
and of a much heavier eventual loss than the gain promised by the

fraud. It may be in part the result of education, habit, and environ-

ment.

One may feel free to take an expensive vacation and withhold aid

from needy and deserving relatives or friends. But, upon analysis,

one finds that he is not really free to take that course. The neglected

relatives and friends will suft'er, write pitiful and pathetic letters,

which will be painful to read. To escape that pain, one renounces the

pleasure of the expensive vacation.
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Where, in the end, the strongest motive prevails, or the deepest

wish, there is no freedom of action. The word freedom in this

connection is meaningless. We are bundles of desires, passions,

aspirations, ambitions, apprehensions. We love, we hate, we please

others by pleasing ourselves, and please ourselves by pleasing others.

We are social animals, members of an organic whole. Yet our

socialization is a recent achievement, and our altruism is not fully

developed. Our lives betray our origin and the heritage we are but

slowly modifying.

Agnotisticism does not undermine social morality, and human
sympathy and benevolence need no supernatural sanctions.

To return to the social and moral obligations imposed, as Pro-

fessor More tells us, by religion. What are these obligations? He
gives no specifications, but in speaking of morality he says : *T see

not where we are to look for principles of conduct more funda-

mental than the purity and humility and love exemplified in the life

of Jesus." We infer, then, that Christianity imposes upon men the

obligations of purity, humility, and love. Let us examine these obliga-

tions.

What is meant by purity? Purity of what? Of motive, doubt-

less. It cannot mean absolute chastity, or racial suicide. But what

is meant by pure motives? Obviously, disinterested, unselfish

motives. In other words, altruism. But absolute altruism, as Spencer

has shown, is an utter impossibility. We must love ourselves at

least as much as our neighbors and fellow-men. Besides, you can-

not love others merely because you are commanded to love them.

Love is an emotion, and we cannot force ourselves to experience that

emotion toward those who repel us or leave us indifferent. We love

but few, though we may like a good many.

Modern thinkers, therefore, rightly hold that by love Jesus meant

practical helpfulness, friendliness, cooperation. All religious and

moral systems not based on denial of life teach and enjoin these

primary virtues. Society cannot exist without them. Hate, anti-

pathy, division, isolation spell the end of civilization. Christianity

has no monopoly of the primary virtues, and never had.

What is meant by humility? Not false modesty, not willful

blindness to one's intellectual and moral qualities. Genius and

talent are facts. He who has them, has them, and should make
the best use of them. Jesus did. Other great men did, and we do

not accuse them of want of humility. Of course, false pride.
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arrogance, snobishness, conceit are vices. What moral system lauds

or encourages these vices? None.

Professor More's phrase is rhetorical and empty. No sceptic or

Agnostic shrinks from the obligations he mentions, in so far as they

have any significance or any application to the problems of social

life.

What obligations does Christianity impose upon the modern

employer, the modern banker, the modern broker, the modern pro-

fessional man, the modern farmer, modern wage-worker? Is

capitalism Christian; is fascism, or communism, or individualism?

We know that there are sincere Christians who believe in capitalism

and equally sincere Christians who believe in collectivism of one

type or another. Revelation, so-called, is silent on these burning

questions, and finite, limited, groping mortals are confused and

divided. Jesus will not solve the problem, since he has to be in-

terpreted, and the interpreters cannot agree, and never will.

The God hypothesis is equally useless to us in our crisis. What

happens, happens. Either God is indifferent to human affairs, or

else he has ends we cannot possibly grasp or even dimly understand.

The German followers of Hitler who repudiate Jesus, because he

was a Jew, and the gospels, because they were written by Jews, and

Christianity, because it cannot rationally be divorced from Judaism,

profess to believe in God, or gods, but are plainly reverting to

paganism. Is their movement "providential"? or is it contrary to

the intents and aims of the Christian God, and of the mission of

Jesus?

These questions are not flippant. They are answered, as we

know, in accordance with one's reading of history, including the

history of religion, and one's philosophy of life. Revelation, alas,

does not reveal anything to those who cannot accept the idea of

revelation, to begin with, and who see that the alleged revelations

can be, and are, interpreted in all manner of ways, so that, in the end,

the revelations merely indorse and sanction the notions, the

prejudices and the wishes one brought to the consideration of the

whole subject of faith and religion.

No, Professor More is not likely to win a single Agnostic to

his conclusions. His approach to religion is a mystic's approach,

after all, and not a sceptic's. It is clear that Professor More, despite

the best intention, cannot put himself in the sceptic's place and reason
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as the logical sceptic, or Agnostic, does. One final illustration of

this statement must suffice.

Professor More says : "All things considered, the so-called dis-

belief of the infidel is an influence which, if honestly examined, de-

mands an act of almost impossible credulity." And again addressing

the sceptic, he says : "You ask me to believe that nature has planted

in me, and not in me alone, but in all men, desires which I must

eradicate as pure deceptions ; that I am the victim of a cosmic jest,

only the more cruel if unintended ; that the ultimate fact of exist-

ence is a malignant mockery."

Now, does this describe the position of the Agnostic? Far from

it. The Agnostic, believes, first, that as to things which science

cannot explain he must suspend judgment, and wait with patience

for the results of further study and research, and, second, that cer-

tain things appear to be unknowable to us, and that speculation con-

cerning them is idle and futile. This position demands no act of

impossible incredulity. On the contrary, it is dictated by the hardest

of common sense as well as by the spirit of science. As to cosmic

jests and implanted wishes that the "infidel" asks us to uproot and

forget, what, pray, are they? The desire to live forever? There is

no proof that nature has implanted any such desire. It is implanted

by early education, not by nature. Nature implants a will to live,

but animals have this will as well as men. Are animals victims

of cosmic jest? Besides, thousands of men are conscious of no de-

sire for immortality. They cannot even imagine immortality.

The Agnostic knows that he does not know, and he is reconciled.

The man of faith "hopes," Professor More says, but he does not

really know what it is he hopes for. He hopes that life has a mean-

ing ; that the cosmos has a purpose, and that the purpose is good,

but, after all, these terms are used by him without meaning. He
cannot form any conception of a cosmic purpose, and he cannot

tell you what "good" means to the cosmos, since it is a purely human
conception and it relates solely to human affairs. He is not better

ofif than the Agnostic. He merely deludes himself and thinks he

thinks, to use Spencer's phrase, or believes he believes.

The sceptical approach to religion leads to scepticism, to Ag-

nosticism, not to faith.
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A History of Magic and Experiinoital Science. Vols. Ill and IV. Fourteenth

and Fifteenth Centuries. By Lynn Thorndike. New York, Columbia
University Press, 1934. Pp., respectively, xxvi + 827 and xviii + 767.

The first two volumes of this series, published in 1923 by the INIacMillan

Company, covered the period of the Roman Empire to the end of the thirteenth

century. The present two volumes proceed through the two following centuries

with an increasing amount of source material. As in the earlier two volumes
the long historical association between magic and experimental science has

been stressed, especially the development of our scientific experimental method
from the experiments in magic.

The volumes consist in a resume of the manuscripts and books of four-

teenth- and fifteenth-century authors in the three chief divisions of the subject

—

astrology, alchemy, and magical procedure in medicine, as well as the reaction

of popular opinion to these pursuits and the official attitudes of various popes,

sovereigns, and churchmen. Astrology seems to have held a more dignified

position than any other form of divination and was generally regarded with
more respect than alchemy, which was treated as a mysterious and occult art,

in its nature dark and wicked.

Under Pope John XXII a conference of alchemists and natural scientists

was held to determine whether or not alchemy had any basis in nature, but

since none of them could offer any positive proof of their contentions, a decretal

against transmutation and counterfeiting was issued. But Pope John was not

above believing in occult virtue as is seen in a letter concerning the gift of a

knife of serpent's horn said to possess the power of detecting poison, and he

is said to have paid a sum of money to his physician for "certain secret w'ork,"

probably an elixir of life.

That astrology played an important part in surgery and medicine will sur-

prise readers who are unfamiliar with this subject. Gentile de Foligno, one

of the best-known fourteenth-century physicians and a prolific writer, in a

Consilium on the Black Death of 1348, found the cause of the pestilence in

"dispositions depending from the forms of the sky . .
." and the herbs

which he prescribed derived their virtue straight from the stars. Two short

tracts ascribed to him show entirely opposite attitudes toward the occult

:

the first on incubus deals with the subject as a diseased condition pure-

ly from a physiological and psychological point of view, the second tract

on whether words, incantations, and suspension from the neck are able to cure

disease shows how influential was magic in the medicine of that day.

There seemed to be no sharp distinction between the natural and the mirac-

ulous. Poisoning, as a matter of course, was classed with the casting of

spells and curses, and many pages were devoted to various kinds of poisons

and their detection. Black magic and charms were considered effective ways
of disposing of an enemy.

Attacks against astrology and occult arts, however, were not lacking.

Probably the most notable of these was by Nicolas Oresme in the late four-

teenth century. In several treatises he systematically takes up his argu-

ments seeking always a natural explanation for the wonders and offering

hypotheses to explain them. He accepts demons and miracles as a matter

of faith, but denounces ecclesiastical frauds devised to secure offerings

from the credulous. His attitude to the deceptibility of the senses re-

minds one of that of the later empirical philosophers .

In the fifteenth century, however, John de Fundis defends astrology against

Oresme, and he blames the sky for "so many earthly tribulations," but he

blames the princes still more for they should be able to exert their will and

resist the influence of the heavens.
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One finds germs of later scientific thought in these centuries. Henry of

Hesse besides writing against occult virtue predicts that new diseases may
arise in future times from new combinations and suggests that new species of

herbs and plants needed to cure these new diseases would also develop.

He is not unfavorably to alchemy.

The tenacity of popular interest in the occult and in astrology suggests

that perhaps the world is not so different today, when we see men excite great

interest not because of their accomplishments in science or art, but because thiiy

are said to have had intercourse with spirits. It has been reported recently

that there are 25,000 magicians in New York City today who collect $25,000,000

annually from the gullible.

In the conclusion of this monumental piece of scholarship the author tells

of his and his collaborator's attitude in going over the old books and manu-
scripts : "We have taken them as we found them, and we esteem them for

what they are in their totality, their fourteenth and fifteenth century com-
plexio—a chapter in the history of human thought. Read it and smile or read

it and weep, as you please. We would not credit it with the least particle of

modern science that does not belong to it, nor would we deprive it of any
of that magic that constitutes in no small measure its peculiar charm. Per-

haps it would be well to read it and think of what the future historian may
say of the mentality and scholasticism of the present era and with what sym-
pathy or antipathy he would be justified in regarding us."

The Turkish Transformation. By Henry Elisha Allen. Chicago, The Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1935. Pp. xii + 251.

The purpose of the author in this book is to aid in the understanding of

the significance of recent social and religious changes in Turkey.

Turkey, once the champion of Islam, is in the process of transforming

herself on the pattern of a modern European state where religion, once the

test of citizenship, is separated from the state and civil law. The outcome of

the Turkish experiment is of especial importance to other Moslem states

for. if Islam is able to survive the drastic changes which it has been forced to

undergo, it has proved itself adaptable and still vital—two qualities which
are very necessary in the rapidly changing conditions of the Near East

where the impact of western ideas and inventions is making itself so force-

fully felt by the many and quick changes in the lives of the people.

The rush to westernize in Turkey came after the World War under the

leadership of Kemal Ataturk. In order to preserve herself, a unified popula-

tion was necessary ; above all else and implicit in all else patriotic loyaltv

was needed. To achieve this, drastic changes were essential especially in the

religious, social, and educational institutions so that Turkey might achieve

greater efficiency and economic strength and compete with other nations.

The present attitude of the government probably is neither one of

hostility to religion nor over friendliness, but rather between the two and

best described by the adjective "experimental."

j\Ir. Allen has given us many excerps from recent Turkish books and

periodicals making this book a valuable source of first-hand information

about the Turkish Transformation.

The Rcnezciing Gospel. Bv Walter Russell Bowie. New York, Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, 1935. Pp.' xii + 296.

A plea for a living and growing religion and for inspiring preaching. The

author deplores the rationalizing interpretations of the life of Jesus which

consider him a teacher of ethics or the "first social revolutionary,'' and in-

sists upon the supernatural character of His life. "Religious authority,''

he insists "ought to be based not on fidelity'' (once-for-all-ness) but it is

the "fertility of Jesus which makes him timeless."
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